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The Fifth International Conference on Big Data, Small Data, Linked Data and Open Data (ALLDATA 2019), held between March 24, 2019 and March 28, 2019 in Valencia, Spain, continued a series of events bridging the concepts and the communities devoted to each of data categories for a better understanding of data semantics and their use, by taking advantage from the development of Semantic Web, Deep Web, Internet, non-SQL and SQL structures, progresses in data processing, and the new tendency for acceptance of open environments.

The volume and the complexity of available information overwhelm human and computing resources. Several approaches, technologies and tools are dealing with different types of data when searching, mining, learning and managing existing and increasingly growing information. From understanding Small data, the academia and industry recently embraced Big data, Linked data, and Open data. Each of these concepts carries specific foundations, algorithms and techniques, and is suitable and successful for different kinds of application. While approaching each concept from a silo point of view allows a better understanding (and potential optimization), no application or service can be developed without considering all data types mentioned above.

We welcomed academic, research and industry contributions. The conference had the following tracks:

- Big Data
- Open Data
- Linked Data
- Challenges in processing Big Data and applications

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the ALLDATA 2019 technical program committee, as well as all the reviewers. The creation of such a high quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors who dedicated much of their time and effort to contribute to ALLDATA 2019. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.

We also thank the members of the ALLDATA 2019 organizing committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work that made this professional meeting a success.

We hope that ALLDATA 2019 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and results between academia and industry and to promote further progress in the field of all data. We also hope that Valencia, Spain provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone saved some time to enjoy the historic charm of the city.
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Research of Topics Discovery and Tech Evolution Based on Text Preprocessed Latent Dirichlet Allocation Model

Research Topic Analysis in GaN Tech Field

Wang Li¹ ², Shen Xiang¹ ², Liu Xiwen¹ ²
¹ National Science Library, Chinese Academy of Sciences
² Department of Library, Information and Archives Management, University of Chinese Academy of Sciences
Beijing, China
E-mail: {wangle, shenx, liuxw}@mail.las.ac.cn

Abstract—Computational Science and Data Science are inspiring the intelligent analysis and information service today. Machine learning text analysis is changing the traditional analysis methods. This article discusses the benefits of unsupervised learning approaches in patent text mining. Patent data of GaN industry were preprocessed by filter model based on NLP Toolkit to identify the tech terms and then clustered them based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation model to find the latent topics which were visualized. Based on group operation, new emerging terms ranked by TFIDF through every year were used to reveal the research and development focused evolution. This research offers a demonstration of the proposed method based on 26,854 GaN patents. The results show 20 Research and Development topics with tech terms in GaN industry and present a Research and Development focus evolution on new emerging terms every year, which provides a clue for more detailed analyses later. Our results show an efficient way to find technology focused evolution from a large scale text data.

Keywords- LDA; automatic term identification; preprocessed text; visualization.

I. INTRODUCTION

As an unsupervised learning method, the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is widely used for topics finding in large text analysis. Topic model is a generative model for documents which are mixtures of topics comprising words over probability distribution. Traditionally, words were used to construct an LDA model, which resulted in quite a lot of general words on top of each topic. Herein, the noun terms are utilized instead of words to discover patterns of term-use and the documents relationship.

In the Derwent Innovation Index (DII) database, original patent titles and abstracts are rewritten in English and the technology details including patent novelty, use, advantage and so on from patent full text are extracted. In this paper, based on preprocessed text dataset of 26,854 patent titles and abstracts about GaN technology field from DII, the research topics were discovered, and R&D focus changes were detected and visualized.

Researches about R&D changes or evolution based on LDA have focuses at topic level. T. L. Griffiths et al. write about a method identifying ‘hot topics’ or ‘cold topics’ [1].

D. Choi et al. explore technological trends based on patent share and their change at the topic level [2]. X. C. Gong et al. detect topic splitting and merging based on the LDA Model [3]. J. B. Qu et al. analyze topic evolution with topic relevance from adjacent time intervals [4]. Many researches have improved and practiced methods detecting R&D changes or evolution at topic level, while few have discussed finer granularity analyzing at term level.

II. TEXT PREPROCESSING

Since most terms have the syntactic form of a noun phrase [5], identifying the noun phrases in the text was executed during text preprocessing. Part-Of-Speech Tagging in Python NLTK was used to construct language filter and identify noun phrases as following:

1. The sequence consists of nouns, v-ing form and adjectives, such as the phrase ‘device comprising virtual display system’.
2. The sequence ends with a noun or a v-ing form, such as the phrase ‘distributing workflow’ or ‘business computing’.

Additionally, stop contents were manipulated in the Python script from three different levels: sentence, phrase and word. For example, the publisher information sentence such as ‘(C) 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved’ and the patent text description phrases such as ‘independent claim’ were stopped. Basically, uppercase and lowercase, singular and plural nouns and so on are preprocessed on word level.

After text preprocessing, the terms were prepared for LDA model.

III. RESEARCH TOPICS FINDING AND VISUALIZING

A. Research Topics Finding

The Gibbs sampling algorithm was used, with $\beta = 0.1$, $\alpha = 50/T$, (T is the number of topics) [6]. In practical application, $\beta$ is relatively small and words can be expected into a specific research topic [1]. Since GaN field is already a specific area, fewer topics are involved in this case. Because the value of T in is very small, less than 30, topics for different T were discriminated manually to avoid overlap.
between topics in macro level. Finally, 20 topics were suitable for GaN patent data, as shown in Table 1.

### Table 1: GaN Research Topics Based on LDA Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic 1</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Topic 2</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Topic 3</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>layer</td>
<td>0.0919</td>
<td>substrate</td>
<td>0.0163</td>
<td>gate electrode</td>
<td>0.0258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gallium</td>
<td>0.0428</td>
<td>material</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
<td>drain electrode</td>
<td>0.0192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buffer layer</td>
<td>0.0399</td>
<td>diode</td>
<td>0.0077</td>
<td>source electrode</td>
<td>0.0177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substrate</td>
<td>0.0344</td>
<td>array</td>
<td>0.0066</td>
<td>source</td>
<td>0.0165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aluminum</td>
<td>0.0192</td>
<td>device</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
<td>barrier layer</td>
<td>0.0163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>active layer</td>
<td>0.0662</td>
<td>substrate</td>
<td>0.0676</td>
<td>quantum dot</td>
<td>0.0666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>light emitting device</td>
<td>0.0241</td>
<td>growing</td>
<td>0.0161</td>
<td>gallium arsenide</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emitting device</td>
<td>0.0197</td>
<td>layer</td>
<td>0.0133</td>
<td>indium</td>
<td>0.0054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semiconductor layer</td>
<td>0.0167</td>
<td>gallium</td>
<td>0.0111</td>
<td>composition</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-type semiconductor layer</td>
<td>0.0150</td>
<td>epitaxial layer</td>
<td>0.0105</td>
<td>indium phosphide</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substrate</td>
<td>0.0185</td>
<td>layer</td>
<td>0.0188</td>
<td>light</td>
<td>0.0168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temperature</td>
<td>0.0162</td>
<td>manufacture</td>
<td>0.0165</td>
<td>wavelength</td>
<td>0.0104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>growing</td>
<td>0.0115</td>
<td>nitride semiconductor layer</td>
<td>0.0148</td>
<td>light source</td>
<td>0.0074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nitrogen</td>
<td>0.0098</td>
<td>group</td>
<td>0.0107</td>
<td>light-emitting device</td>
<td>0.0071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heating</td>
<td>0.0089</td>
<td>thickness</td>
<td>0.0094</td>
<td>phosphor</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group</td>
<td>0.0507</td>
<td>forming</td>
<td>0.0407</td>
<td>aluminum</td>
<td>0.0277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crystal</td>
<td>0.0265</td>
<td>substrate</td>
<td>0.0337</td>
<td>silicon</td>
<td>0.0245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manufacture</td>
<td>0.0192</td>
<td>surface</td>
<td>0.0186</td>
<td>titanium</td>
<td>0.0142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gallium</td>
<td>0.0140</td>
<td>etching</td>
<td>0.0152</td>
<td>silicon carbide</td>
<td>0.0138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>single crystal</td>
<td>0.0108</td>
<td>removing</td>
<td>0.0099</td>
<td>zinc</td>
<td>0.0137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substrate</td>
<td>0.0276</td>
<td>device</td>
<td>0.0216</td>
<td>substrate</td>
<td>0.0242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>active layer</td>
<td>0.0111</td>
<td>diode</td>
<td>0.0095</td>
<td>second electrode</td>
<td>0.0104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semiconductor laser</td>
<td>0.0109</td>
<td>semiconductor element</td>
<td>0.0079</td>
<td>material</td>
<td>0.0102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surface</td>
<td>0.0105</td>
<td>circuit</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
<td>first electrode</td>
<td>0.0093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>direction</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
<td>anode</td>
<td>0.0060</td>
<td>electrode</td>
<td>0.0092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substrate</td>
<td>0.0405</td>
<td>layer</td>
<td>0.0515</td>
<td>semiconductor layer</td>
<td>0.0258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surface</td>
<td>0.0344</td>
<td>chip</td>
<td>0.0231</td>
<td>light-emitting element</td>
<td>0.0189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wafer</td>
<td>0.0226</td>
<td>p-type layer</td>
<td>0.0164</td>
<td>electrode</td>
<td>0.0179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gallium</td>
<td>0.0200</td>
<td>sapphire substrate</td>
<td>0.0159</td>
<td>light-emitting diode</td>
<td>0.0136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser beam</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
<td>n-type layer</td>
<td>0.0148</td>
<td>compound semiconductor</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Research Topics Visualization

Based on LDA model, the metric for terms and topics was measured and used to calculate the similarities between terms. A visualization map was constructed by applying Multidimensional Scaling to the similarities [6]. 20 topics in the GaN field were visualized, as shown in Figure 1. The threshold value for terms showed in the map was 0.001 in this case.

IV. R&D Focus Evolving

The metric $\theta$ of topics and documents was used to find the topic contributing the most to every document. $\theta_{ij}$ can reveal the degree to which topic i is referred to in the document j, (1). $p(\text{topic}=i | \theta_j)$ according to Dirichlet distribution ($\theta_{i,j} \geq 0, \sum\theta_{i,j} = 1$) [7]. The most contributed topic was assigned for every document in this case.

$$\theta_{m \times k} = \begin{bmatrix} \theta_{0,0} & \theta_{0,1} & \cdots & \theta_{0,k} \\ \theta_{1,0} & \theta_{1,1} & \cdots & \theta_{1,k} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ \theta_{m,0} & \theta_{m,1} & \cdots & \theta_{m,k} \end{bmatrix} \quad (1)$$

The evolution of R&D focus through new terms emerging in every year was observed. All documents were grouped by year, and terms in a year’s documents were counted. Terms$_{y}$ means terms in year y. Then, (2) was used to extract new emerging terms in year y, $E_y$, ranked by sum of TF-IDF scores.

$$E_y = \text{Terms}_y - \sum_{n=y}^{y-1} \text{Terms}_n. \quad (2)$$

In practice, the top technical terms are ranked and identified by term frequency and TF-IDF value. But there are a large number of high frequency general terms by term frequency rank while the technical terms obtained by TF-IDF are more meaningful. Based on (2), new emerging terms were counted from 2011 to 2017 every year in GaN field, as shown in Figure 2.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The analysis model proposed in this paper gives an efficient way to find technology focus evolution from a large scale text data, such as patent information in this case. Compared with topic level analysis, the tech evolution provides a breakthrough point for finer granularity analyzing to discover hot tech researches on a timescale which could be a clue for finding more information about these tech focuses. In the future, we will continue to optimize the analysis model in practice, especially the processing of synonyms.
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Figure 1. Visualization of GaN research topics
### Figure 2. GaN Tech evolution based on new terms from 2011 to 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GaN Tech</td>
<td>Gallium nitride technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evolution</td>
<td>Development trajectory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-2017</td>
<td>Time period for analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Key Terms

- **Heterostructure**: Multi-layered semiconductor structures with different material properties.
- **Nanowire**: Ultra-thin wire-like structures.
- **GaN**: Gallium nitride, a wide-bandgap semiconductor.
- **Doped**: Incorporating impurities to modify electrical properties.
- **Superlattice**: Layered composite material with unique properties.

#### Key Terms (continued)

- **Microstructure**: Fine-scale material arrangement.
- **Nanocrystal**: Crystal with dimensions in the nanometer range.
- **Electrode**: Electrical contact points.
- **Gate**: Control element in a field-effect transistor.
- **Dielectric**: Material with high electrical resistance.

#### Key Terms (final)

- **Polymer**: Organic material used in various applications.
- **Photoluminescence**: Emission of light from materials.
- **Polysilicon**: Silicon used in semiconductor fabrication.
- **Metal**: Conductive material.

---
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Abstract—With the rise of smart sensors and of the Internet of Things paradigm, there is an increasing demand for performing Data Mining tasks (classification, clustering, outlier detection, etc.) on data stream produced by these interconnected devices. In particular, Data Mining for time series has gained a relevant importance in the last decade. For these temporal data, feature extraction can be performed using various algorithms and decomposition techniques for time series analysis. In addition, features can also be obtained by sequence comparison techniques, such as dynamic time warping or other measures of similarity. For these reasons, we have designed and implemented a multipurpose and extendable tool for window-based feature extraction from time series data. This paper describes the architecture of the designed tool, named Training Builder, and the current version of its multi-language implementation, which focuses on time series feature extraction, parametric windowing task and data pre-processing. The framework has been applied in the neurological domain where very good results have been achieved for epileptic seizures detection; the case study shows how the Training Builder tool may be very helpful for the next Data Mining tasks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In many application fields, such as production lines in factories or stock quotes analysis, it is quite usual to create and process high amounts of data at high rates. Such continuous data flows with unknown size and end are called data streams [1]. When elements of a data stream have a temporal ordering, we talk about time series data. Today, the primary source of data streams are smart sensors that are ubiquitous devices crucial for a multitude of monitoring applications. Important examples are weather observation and environment monitoring in general, health monitoring, Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID) monitoring, or road monitoring. There are several important tasks that have to be considered when dealing with time series data; among these are: signal pre-processing transformation, time-based windowing and feature extraction process. All these different tasks are usually separately implemented in the freely available tools, see Section II, and it is often hard to combine them to achieve the desired workflow. Being motivated by this observation, we have designed and developed a multipurpose and extensible tool called Training Builder, with the aim of supporting Data Mining process on time series data, implementing data representations, similarity measures and pre-processing modules. It also makes possible to easily change some existing or to add new concrete implementation of any module or algorithm. We have implemented many features and similarity measures, and we have performed a set of experiments to validate their advantages.

In Section II, we examine some time series data analysis tools that exist in the literature. In Section III, we present time series analysis general outlines, including main definitions, its scope and its role in Data Mining (DM). In Section IV, the Training Builder Tool is presented, including the main definitions, feature extraction process, and Graphical User Interface (GUI). In Section V, we show how the application has been applied to a case study in neurological domain. Finally, in Section VI, our general considerations and future works are shown.

II. RELATED WORK

Many tools and applications deal with time series data, each of which differs by the type of approach.

There is a category of tools specialized in the implementation of DM algorithms, such as Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) [2] and RapidMiner [3]. WEKA tool supports a great number of DM and machine learning techniques, including data preprocessing, classification, regression and visualization. However, WEKA is a general-purpose DM library, not specialised for time series. Instead, the time series support within WEKA is based on Massive Online Analysis (MOA) [3] tool, which is an open source framework for data stream mining, with a very active growing community. It includes a collection of machine learning algorithms (classification, regression, clustering, outlier detection, etc.) and tools for evaluation. Another system similar to WEKA is RapidMiner. It is also an open source (only the Community Edition) collection of data-mining and machine-learning techniques. RapidMiner has a very sophisticated graphical user interface, and it is also extensible with the user’s implementations. Time series support is demanded to the Time Series Extension package that is in alpha version at this moment.

In addition, there are several tools specialised for monitoring and visualisation of time series. Kibana [5] is an open source analytics and visualization platform designed to work with Elasticsearch [6]. It enables near real-time analysis and visualization of streaming data. It allows
interactive data exploration, supports cross filtering and provides multiple chart types, such as bar chart, line and scatter plots, histograms, pie charts, and maps. It is open source and has a number of plug-in extensions that can further enhance its functionality. Grafana [6] is another open source visualization tool that can be used on the top of a variety of different data stores, especially on the top of Time Series DataBases (TSDB), such as OpenTSDB [8] and KairosDB [9].

Lastly, there are several massive data stream processing frameworks specialized in manipulation of time series data produced at high rate and with a large volume, such as Apache Spark [10] and Apache Flink [11]. Apache Spark is a batch-processing framework with stream processing capabilities. Built using many of the same principles of Hadoop’s MapReduce engine, Spark focuses primarily on speeding up batch processing workloads by offering full in-memory computation and processing optimization. Spark has a specific module, Spark Streaming, which supplies stream processing capabilities, making use of the so-called micro-batches. Apache Flink is a stream processing framework that can also handle batch tasks. It considers batches as data streams with finite boundaries, and thus treats batch processing as a subset of stream processing. This stream-first approach has been called the Kappa architecture [12], in contrast to the more widely known Lambda architecture [13].

Currently, however, there is no freely available standalone system or framework that, at the same time, provides efficient implementations of features extraction process and data pre-processing techniques for time series data and supports the necessary concepts of data representation, similarity measures and signal filtering tasks. In this paper, we propose a software application that tries to combine all the different aforementioned approaches (algorithms, visualization, storage, and parallel/distributed computation) in order to facilitate the user in the DM step.

The implemented tool, called Training Builder, covers all the data preparation tasks, ranging from the signal pre-processing step to the data labeling one, by using the sliding window paradigm and the features calculation algorithms, enriched by functionalities of data storage and data visualization. Training Builder has also been developed to be as extensible as possible, allowing to easily add algorithms for feature calculation to the existing core implementation, thanks to an extremely flexible and modular architecture, and the algorithms can be developed with different programming languages. Lastly, a user-friendly and Web-oriented GUI allows the user to select the temporal parameters and the features to be extracted from the input time series and, showing the charts of features over time, it allows to quickly evaluate and optimize the temporal parameters by mutual comparisons.

III. TIME SERIES ANALYSIS & MINING

Time series analysis is composed of methods that attempt to extract meaningful statistics and other characteristics from data points, to understand the underlying context, and to make forecasts. Time series data are popular in many applications, such as stock market analysis, process control, observation of natural phenomena, scientific and engineering experiments, medical treatments, etc. Therefore, in the last decade, there has been increased interest in querying and mining such data. The purpose of time series mining is to try to extract all meaningful knowledge from the shape of the data. Even if humans have a natural capacity to perform these tasks, it remains a complex problem for computers. In recent years, many efforts have been made to find new methodologies for different time series mining [14] task types including indexing, classification, clustering, prediction, segmentation, anomaly detection, motif discovery, etc.

There are several important concepts that should be taken into account when dealing with time series: pre-processing transformation, time-based parametric windowing, feature extraction, and visualization.

A. Pre-Processing Transformation

“Raw” time series usually contain some distortions, which could be consequences of bad measurements or just a property of the underlying process that generated the time series. The presence of distortions can seriously deteriorate the indexing problem because the distance between two “raw” time series could be very large even though their overall shape is very similar.

The task of the pre-processing transformations is to remove different kinds of distortions. Some of the most common pre-processing tasks are: offset translation, amplitude scaling, removing linear trend, removing noise, etc. [15].

Pre-processing transformations can greatly improve the performance of time series applications by removing different kinds of distortions.

B. Parametric Windowing Technique

Windowing is one of the most frequently used processing methods for data streams. An unbounded stream of data (events) is split into finite sets, or windows, based on specified criteria, such as time. A window can be conceptualized as an in-memory table in which events are added and removed based on a set of policies.

This subsection describes how sliding and tumbling windows work. Both types of windows move across continuous streaming data, splitting the data into finite sets. Finite windows are helpful for operations, such as aggregations, joins, feature extraction, and pattern matching.

1) Tumbling Window

In a tumbling window, tuples are grouped in a single window based on time or count. A tuple belongs to only one window.

For example, consider a time-based tumbling window like the one shown in Fig. 1 with a length of five seconds. The first window (w1) contains events that arrived between the zeroth and fifth seconds. The second window (w2) contains events that arrived between the fifth and tenth seconds, the third window (w3) contains events that arrived between tenth and fifteenth seconds, and finally the fourth window (w4) contains events that arrived between fifteenth and twentieth seconds. The tumbling window is evaluated
every five seconds, with no overlap between different time windows; each segment represents a distinct time segment.

![Tumbling Window Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure 1. A tumbling windowing process.**

This method can be applied, for example, for the computation of the average of a price of a stock over the last five minutes, repeated every five minutes.

2) **Sliding Window**

In a sliding window, tuples are packed within a window that moves across the stream of data according to a fixed interval. A time-based sliding window with a length of \( x \) seconds and a sliding interval of \( y \) seconds contains tuples that arrive within an \( x \)-second window. The tuples within the window are evaluated every \( y \) seconds. Sliding windows can contain overlapping data and the same event can belong to more than one sliding window.

An example is shown in Fig. 2. The first window (\( w_1 \), the green box) contains events occurring between the zeroth and tenth seconds. The second window (\( w_2 \), the orange box) contains events between the fifth and fifteenth seconds. Note that events \( e_4 \) through \( e_5 \) are in both windows. When window \( w_2 \) is evaluated at time \( t = 15 \) seconds, events \( e_1 \), \( e_2 \), and \( e_3 \) are dropped from the event queue.

![Sliding Window Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure 2. A sliding windowing process.**

The time windows \( w_1, w_2, w_3 \) contain overlapping data.

C. **Features Extraction Task**

Feature extraction aims to explain the underlying phenomena of interest from a set of raw data by simplifying the amount of resources required to accurately describe it. In various fields, such as image processing or bio-informatics, raw data are corrupted with undesired variations, or noise, that should be discarded. Thus, feature extraction methods usually consist of a combination of noise removal algorithms (also called de-noising), structure detection, and dimensionality reduction techniques. Generally, an optimal balance is required to be found between fineness and complexity of the extracted features. The desired output should use a minimal amount of resources while being able to accurately describe the underlying phenomena of interest of the data. Once the relevant part of the signal has been extracted, detailed analysis may be conducted, hypotheses may be drawn, and further applications may be considered by the end-user.

Features could be extracted either from one signal (univariate) or from two or more signals (multivariate). In particular, bivariate features are based on a similarity measure that compares two time series objects and returns a value that encodes how similar they are. Distance metrics represent a kind of similarity measures commonly used to define if two time series are similar. Many algorithms are used to compute these metrics, such as \( L^p \) distance (\( L^p \)) [16], Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [17], distance based on Longest Common Subsequence (LCSS) [18], Edit Distance (ED) [19], also known as Levenshtein Distance, etc.

D. **Data Visualization**

Data visualization is a general term that describes any effort to help people understand the significance of data by placing it in a visual context. A graphical visualization of time series could help Data Analyst to better understand time series evolution and to find patterns, correlations or trends.

Usually, a time series is represented by a line graph or a stacked area chart, where the observations are plotted against the corresponding sampling time. A line graph is the simplest way to represent time series data and it uses points connected by lines (also called trend lines). For temporal time series, it represents how the signal changes across time, so how the dependent variable (the signal) changes according to the independent variable (the time).

![Line Graph Example](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure 3. A line graph chart reporting ten seconds of an EEG recording.**

The graph in Fig. 3 shows the first ten seconds of an ElectroEncephaloGram (EEG) that measures human brain’s electrical activity; along the y-axis is plotted the amplitude of the measured signal in microvolt, while the x-axis has the time in seconds.

IV. **TRAINING BUILDER TOOL**

The Training Builder is a modular software application for the massive extraction of features from time series, provided as input, by changing of the temporal analysis parameters and the band-pass filters.

The final output of the tool is to create the training sets that will be used as input for the DM techniques. Therefore, each set of training varies depending on:
• Time series (or better the recording of them).
• Temporal analysis parameters: L, R, and S.
• Band-pass filters: \([8][12], [13][20]\), etc.
• Features to be computed (Hjorth Parameters, Statistical Moments, etc.).
• Bivariate calculation method: bivariate algorithms can be used to compute similarity distance between the under examination signal and a “reference” signal.

Each training set consists of a comma-separated values (csv) file, where features are recorded as vectors.

A. Software Architecture and GUI

The software application architecture has been designed following the Client / Server architectural model, in which the Server part is composed of the algorithm for massively extracting features, pre-processing functions, and other support utilities, while the Client part is composed of a browser-based application, responsible for visualizing output results and submitting a form for input selection and validation.

Fig. 4 shows the high-level diagram of the designed software architecture, including the input data sources and the outputs delivered; accordingly, two possible time series data sources are provided:
• Recorded in text format (txt or csv).
• Stored in a TSDB (OpenTSDB or KairosDB).

The use of a time series database, instead of formatted files, allows an optimization in the management of time series, as regards their storage and recovery, while ensuring high reliability and availability.

Currently, the application can store and retrieve time series data from the OpenTSDB and KairosDB time series databases, which in turn store data on the NoSQL databases Apache HBase [21] and Apache Cassandra [22], respectively. This double possibility allows the Training Builder to adapt to different software configurations.

In output, instead, the results of the application of features to these time series are provided in csv format. The csv file can be saved by the client or stored on a distributed file system.
By using the responsive Web-oriented GUI, shown in Fig. 5, the input sources, all the temporal parameters, the bandwidths, and the features can be chosen and selected by the user. A direct interface to the time series visualization browser, provided by the above-mentioned TSDB, is also provided.

The GUI can be divided into four functional blocks, as highlighted by numbered circles in Fig. 5. The first block enables user to select the time series that has to be analysed, selecting a local csv file or choosing a stored time series in the TSDB. In the second block, the user can specify the time series sampling rate and can select the bandwidth intervals. In the third block, the temporal analysis parameters are listed (see Section IV.D). In the fourth block, the user can select the univariate and bivariate features to be computed from the selected time series data (see Section IV.E) and the calculation methods useful to extract the bivariate ones (see Section IV.F for deeper details). Lastly, a set of buttons allows the following operations:

- Process: starts data analysis process.
- Stop: stops the running computation.
- Show Graph Charts: shows the plot charts of the raw data and filtered time series (an example is reported in Fig. 7) in a separate browser window.

This client component was developed using the jQuery JavaScript library [20]; in particular, it was used to manipulate the Document Object Model (DOM) interface of the Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) page and for asynchronous communications with the Server part, by using Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) technology.

The Server component is instead divided into two layers:

- The Application Layer, which includes the logic that implements the analysis algorithms and how they are used for the massive extraction of the features, according to the chosen temporal parameters and other user selected inputs.
- The Data Layer, which is represented by the time series database chosen (OpenTSDB and KairosDB) or text/csv files.

Each of these layers could be instantiated on a dedicated workstation improving the overall performances of the software application.

Furthermore, Training Builder has been developed to be as extensible as possible, with the aim of being able to execute algorithms for feature computation developed with different programming languages; currently Java, C/C++ and Matlab are natively supported, but compatibility with other languages like R and Python, which are widely used for time series analysis tasks, can be easily configured. This capability is achieved thanks to Java Native Interface (JNI) and Service Provider Interface technologies (SPI) offered by Java Virtual Machine (JVM).

### B. Core System Functionalities

The core of the system consists of a set of algorithms for features implementation and routines for the definition of temporal analysis parameters. The choice of which parameters and which features to apply to the input files is delegated to the user and is simplified through a Web-oriented graphical user interface. The application is also compliant with the architectural pattern Representational State Transfer (REST) [23]: using a stateless protocol and standard operations, REST systems provide high performance, reliability, and scalability, reusing components that can be managed and updated without affecting the system as a whole, even while it is running. The REST APIs, which act as wrappers for the developed algorithms, can be called as services from external applications; in this way, for example, the application can be integrated into existing software platforms or recalled by other remote Web services. The Web application can be run on any standard Java Application Server; for our tests Apache Tomcat [24] has been used, because it is the most widespread and used in the Open Source community.

The algorithmic component (that is, the component that contains the features algorithms) has been coded using Java, Matlab and C programming languages. The choice of the language to be used is related to the complexity of the algorithm (for example, in Matlab it is much easier to work on matrices and vectors) and the availability of built-in functions that can simplify the coding of the algorithm itself. Consider, for example, the Log-Energy Entropy feature, which requires the wavelet transform of the input signal: its implementation is easier in Matlab environment as it provides a series of utility functions to obtain the wavelet transform of a signal (both discrete and continuous).

![Figure 6. Application components scheme.](image-url)
host Operating System (DLL for Windows, Shared Object for Linux). Unfortunately, this operation is not always supported; in fact, in the case of Log-Energy Entropy this was not possible because the waveform functions cannot be generated in C, so the code requires the Matlab Runtime to be installed on the host machine. The Multithreaded Data Splitter component, shown in purple in Fig. 6, is responsible of splitting the dataset to be analysed, into sub-blocks of data, in order to exploit the multithreading capabilities of modern processors, parallelising the execution of the program and consequently increasing its performance. The input to the component can be one or more files to be analysed or even one or more streams retrieved from the time series database; both types of input are converted into a standard internal format so, for simplicity, we will now use the generic term source to indicate one of the two input types. The component implements an algorithm to define the number of threads to be used and then calculates how to split the data provided by the source between the different threads. Indicating with MaxNumThread the number of threads manageable by the processor and NumSources the number of sources to be analysed, the algorithm follows these steps:

1. One thread is reserved for each source to be analysed (at most equal to MaxNumThread).
2. Each of the threads of the \( j \)th source can in turn launch a number of secondary threads equal to:

\[
\text{NumThread}_j = \frac{\text{MaxNumThread}}{\text{NumSources}} \quad (1)
\]

3. For each \( j \)th thread of the \( i \)th source, a block of data is assigned equal to:

\[
\text{DataBlock}_{ji} = \frac{\text{SourceDataLength}}{\text{NumThread}_i} \quad (2)
\]

For example, suppose you have an Intel\textsuperscript{TM} processor with 8 cores and each core can handle 2 threads using Hyper-Threading technology, obtaining a total number of 16 threads that can be managed simultaneously (MaxNumThread); if we wanted to process 4 sources in parallel (NumSources) of data length equal to 10000 values, we would have a thread for each single source (1). Each source is then associated with a number of threads (NumThread) equal to 16/4 = 4. Each of these four threads is assigned a portion of data equal to 10000/4 = 2500 values (2).

The Java implementation of this component makes use of the concurrency APIs, where the Executor framework as a layer of higher level in thread management has been implemented. Executors replace the direct execution mode of threads, allowing the implementation of asynchronous tasks and thread pools. Each thread inside the pool is reusable: an Executor does not autonomously terminate its execution but waits for the execution of new tasks. In our tests, we have seen an almost linear performance speedup, by increasing the number of threads used.

C. Signal Pre-Processing

Data pre-processing is made up of a set of techniques able to transform the raw data into some meaningful and understandable format. It is advisable to identify the main frequency components of a signal in order to eliminate the so-called out-of-band noise. The choice of the frequency bands to be used for processing the signals under examination also depends on the type of the signal and on the frequency at which it was acquired. The upper limit is dictated by the sampling frequency (as stated by the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem). The band-pass filters, encapsulated in the yellow block of Fig. 6, have been implemented in the Matlab environment using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) function.

D. Parametric Windowing

Parametric Windowing in Training Builder is achieved by using three temporal analysis parameters:

- \( L \): it represents the length of the signal to be analysed, expressed in seconds [s].
- \( S \): it represents the slippage of the signal to be analysed (i.e., how often the algorithm is applied), expressed in seconds [s].
- \( R \): it represents the forecast radius, expressed in seconds [s].

If the sliding step size \( S \) is smaller than the window size \( L \), the windows overlap, while if \( S = L \) we get a tumbler window. \( R \) parameter is helpful to tag each computed feature with a target class (this is helpful for the next DM).

E. Implemented Features

The Algorithms green block, in Fig. 6, is the component responsible of features algorithms computation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Feature Name</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>UB</th>
<th>Coding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SM1</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>SM2</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>SM3</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>SM4</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>SM5</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hjorth Mobility</td>
<td>HP1</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Hjorth Complexity</td>
<td>HP2</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Shannon Entropy</td>
<td>EB1</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Log-Energy Entropy</td>
<td>EB2</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Matlab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Kolmogorov Complexity</td>
<td>CB1</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Matlab/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Upper Limit Lempel-Ziv Complexity</td>
<td>CB2</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Matlab/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Lower Limit Lempel-Ziv Complexity</td>
<td>CB3</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Matlab/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Peak Displacement</td>
<td>SE1</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Predominant Period</td>
<td>SE2</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Averaged Period</td>
<td>SE3</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Squared Grade</td>
<td>SE4</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Squared Time to Peak</td>
<td>SE5</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Inverted Time to Peak</td>
<td>SE6</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Conditional Entropy</td>
<td>MC1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Joint Entropy</td>
<td>MC2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Mutual Information</td>
<td>MC3</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Cross Correlation Index</td>
<td>MC4</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Euclidean Distance</td>
<td>DB1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Levenshtein Distance</td>
<td>DB2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Dynamic Time Warping</td>
<td>DB3</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Longest Common Sub-Sequence</td>
<td>DB4</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Java</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Currently, 26 algorithms have been implemented, that could be divided into 7 classes and can be of Univariate (U) or Bivariate type (B):

- SM: Statistical Moments.
- HP: Hjorth Parameters.
- EB: Entropy Based.
- CB: Complexity Based.
- SE: Seismic Evaluators.
- MC: Mutual Conditioned.
- DB: Distance Based.

In Table I, a list of all implemented features is reported, and it is also specified with which programming language the algorithm has been coded.

A description of the more relevant implemented features is reported below.

1) Statistical Moments

In mathematics, a moment is a specific quantitative measure of the shape of a function. In our framework, the first four statistical moments have been calculated, plus standard deviation measure. All algorithms where developed in Java by using the Apache Commons Math library [26].

2) Hjorth’s parameters

Hjorth’s parameters (normalized slope descriptors) of mobility and complexity [27] quantify the root-mean-square frequency and the root-mean-square frequency spread of a given signal, respectively.

3) Shannon Entropy

In Information Theory, the Shannon’s Entropy represents the average amount of information produced by a stochastic source of data. Formally, it is defined as the expected value of self-information. The latter represents the information contained in a given event, emitted by the source X and it is defined as follows:

\[ I(x) = -\log_2 P(x) \]  

Thus, the entropy of a source X turns out to be:

\[ H(X) = E[I(X)] = E[-\log_2 P(x)] \]  

where \( P(X) \) is a probability mass function for a discrete random variable X.

4) Log-Energy Entropy

The Log-Energy Entropy is a feature closely related to Shannon’s Entropy and to Wavelet Transform. In fact, after an appropriate wavelet decomposition, it is possible to calculate the Log-Energy Entropy by using the following relation:

\[ E(s) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \log_2 (s_i^2) \]  

where \( s_i \) are the N coefficients of the wavelet transform for the signal \( s \) emitted.

5) Kolmogorov Complexity

In Algorithmic Information Theory, the Kolmogorov Complexity of an object, such as a piece of text, is the length of the shortest computer program (in a predetermined programming language) that produces the object as output. It is a measure of the computational resources needed to specify the object and it is also known as descriptive complexity.

6) Lempel-Ziv Complexity

The Lempel-Ziv Complexity of a given finite binary sequence is an index associated with the number of subsequences that can be identified. In particular, this process can take place through methods that tend to highlight the greater or lesser complexity of the given sequence. Therefore, taking into account the two extremes, it is possible to calculate those that are interpreted as the upper and lower limit of this index.

7) Seismic Evaluators

The seismic evaluators have been calculated by considering [28] and [29] because there is an analogy between earthquakes and epileptic seizures.

8) Dynamic Time Warping

Dynamic Time Warping is a technique that uses dynamic programming to compare two sequences of different lengths and allows non-linear alignments, one-to-many, or vice versa, thanks to a temporal distortion. A nonlinear (elastic) alignment produces a more intuitive measure of similarity and favours those cases in which the sequences are similar but locally out of phase.

F. Bivariate Features Calculation Methods

Bivariate algorithms have been used to compute similarity distance between the under examination signal and a “reference” signal. This reference signal could be of three different types:

- W.r.t. Previous L: with respect to the same signal taken at a previous L interval.
- W.r.t. Zero: with respect to the zero constant signal.
- W.r.t. Different Synchronous Signal: with respect to a synchronous signal happening in the same instant but originated from a different positioning.

V. CASE STUDY IN NEUROLOGICAL DOMAIN

Epilepsy is a neurological disorder characterized by recurrent seizures caused by abnormal electrical discharges from the brain cells, which extremely affect patient quality of life. The worldwide recognized standard for epilepsy monitoring and diagnosing is ElectroEncephaloGram (EEG) recorded from scalp or intracranially (iEEG). The former is the most commonly used ambulatory method, mainly due to its low invasiveness, while the latter is mainly used to help patients in which classical EEG monitoring is not able to identify epileptic area. A lot of interest there is in finding automated seizure detection methods from EEG/iEEG, to help clinicians to identify seizures on EEG/iEEG recordings and also to embed them in closed-loop systems for epilepsy control. Feature extraction method for epileptic EEG/iEEG plays a crucial role in detection algorithms, since it seriously affects the performance of these algorithms.
A. Training Builder on Working

We used Training Builder to analyse iEEG signals for the detection of epileptic seizures. In particular, by analysing the fraction of the iEEG recordings immediately preceding the beginning of the epileptic seizure (PreIctal recordings) and the ones belonging to the seizure itself (Ictal recordings), a classifier is trained in order to determine the anomalous signals, using the numerous computed predictive features.

A public iEEG dataset, the Freiburg Seizure Prediction EEG database (FSPEEG) [30], was used for evaluating the classification performance of extracted features. The database contains iEEG recordings from 21 patients with medically intractable epilepsy. Recordings were made by means of grids, strips, and depth electrodes, and acquired with a 128 channel system at 256 Hz sampling rate. Six iEEG channels were selected by certified epileptologists, three from focal electrodes (InFokus channels), located near to the region where the seizures occurred and three from extra focal electrodes (OutFokus channels), located in areas far from the seizure focus. In our test, we examined twelve recordings of one patient (number 16): five containing seizures (Ictal) and seven without seizures (PreIctal), were observed.

In order to detect the beginning of the epileptic seizure within the iEEG signals, a binary classifier can be trained starting from the training set formed by the computed features and whose target class is ActualYN, which assumes the values {YES, NO}: YES if we are in Ictal phase, NO otherwise.

B. iEEG Pre-Processing

The iEEG signal from each InFokus/OutFokus electrode was filtered through six different frequency bands, 8-12 Hz, 13-20 Hz, 21-30 Hz, 30-45 Hz, 40-70 Hz and 70-120 Hz using band-pass filter, thus obtaining six signals. The upper limit of 120 Hz is dictated by the sampling frequency with which the iEEG signal was acquired at 256 Hz. Moreover, a notch filter at 50 Hz, to minimize power line interferences, has been used.

C. Feature Extraction Process

The first step before feature extraction is the selection of the window size $L$ and the sliding step $S$ for the sliding window calculation task. $R$ parameter is used to select the value of the ActualYN target class.

For this case study, we selected temporal parameter values (in seconds) as listed in Table II; with $S < L$ we had choose an overlapped window and we set $R = 0$ because we wanted to detect the onset of the epileptic seizure.

For this case study, we decided to compute all features provided by the Training Builder tool for all possible combination of electrodes, bandwidths and type of reference signal; the size of the final feature dataset is then:

$$\text{(a + b * c + b * d) * e + f} \quad (6)$$

where $a$ are the univariate features, $b$ the bivariate features, $c$ bivariate modality calculation, $d$ the type of reference signal, $e$ the bandwidths and $f$ the electrodes.

### Table II. Temporal Parameter Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$L$</th>
<th>$R$</th>
<th>$S$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 [s]</td>
<td>0 [s]</td>
<td>1 [s]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this case study, we have 2376 variables, as reported in Table III.

Training Builder tool tags every extracted vector of features with the corresponding value of the target class ActualYN.

D. iEEG Data Visualization

Training Builder tool provides also a graphical user interface to visualize and analyse the input time series. This is achieved using the time series visual editors that both OpenTSDB and KairosDB provide. Otherwise, Grafana can be used, which deals well with the two TSDB. In this case study, the GUI made available by KairosDB has been used.

In Fig. 7, the first 30 seconds of the patient’s registration 001 have been displayed, recorded from the electrode 1 and filtered in the band $[13,20]$ Hz, for a total of 7680 samples (considering the sampling freq. of 256 Hz).

These charts are also very useful for visually detecting the various seizures phases.

E. Modeling

In the classification step, we hypothesized that the different features extracted over time can be separated into two classes corresponding to two different cerebral states (Ictal and PreIctal).

By analysing the fraction of PreIctal and Ictal recordings, a classifier model has been trained in order to determine the anomalous signals, using the calculated features. We chose as classifier a multilayer neural network (Multilayer Perceptron) with 20 hidden layers ($H = 20$). From our tests, it is able to correctly classify the 99.27% of records, including 95% of records of the YES class.

### Table III. Feature Dataset Variables Value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$c$</th>
<th>$d$</th>
<th>$e$</th>
<th>$f$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. iEEG time series visualization.
To get further details of the Modeling phase of DM process and additional interesting methods and results, you can see [31], where Support Vector Machines have been trained in order to detect epileptic seizures in the iEEG signals.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this work, we proposed a time-based windowed framework for time series analysis that allows Data Analysts to easily set all different combination of temporal parametric values, bandwidth intervals, and features to extract from a time series. By using a user-friendly software application, we tested a case study in the neurological domain, in order to understand how this approach helps to analyse the dataset, to optimize the feature extraction task and to help the following modelling task of the target dataset, by applying the sliding window paradigm.

As future works, we are going to integrate in our tool some representation techniques that can reduce the dimensionality of time series. These techniques have been proven to limit time and memory consuming, especially when there is a need to compute a similarity distance between time series. Moreover, in the future studies, we are going to use one of the massive data stream processing frameworks, mentioned in Section II.
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Abstract—In this paper, we develop and evaluate a dashboard design that visualises a stream of data from different entities involved in autonomous warehouses, as a subset of cyber-physical systems. The dashboard is designed and developed through User-Centered Design (UCD) methodologies based on two iterations of feedback sessions with the stakeholders. During these sessions, semi-structured expert opinion interviews are conducted. The paper discusses the different stages involved in building the proposed dashboard design, the design decisions, the technical aspects of the libraries used, and the results of the feedback sessions towards the end of the project. It also presents the implemented dashboard as a proof of development efforts and explains its different functionalities. The study concludes by evaluating the dashboard through the semi-structured interviews with the respective stakeholders and suggests features for further development.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In simple terms, a Cyber-Physical System (CPS) is a system in which different computational and physical processes are being carried out together in order to perform several tasks [1]. These tasks could belong to a wide range of domains, including assisted living, traffic control and safety, advanced automotive systems, distributed robotics defense systems, manufacturing, and smart structures [2][3]. In this paper, we discuss a narrow application of CPS, namely, an automated warehouse.

Traditionally, a warehouse involves four major functions: (1) receiving, (2) storage, (3) order picking, and (4) shipping [3]. Today, there is an ever-increasing demand for a variety of products and shorter response times causing a tremendous emphasis on the ability to establish smooth and efficient logistics operations. These logistic operations are complex and hence produce a lot of data. This data has the potential to be used for further monitoring the complex operations by the stakeholders to understand the current state of the warehouse. Based on this, the stakeholders can analyse several Key Performance Indicators (KPI), including interoperability, knowledge reusability, performance, sustainability, safety, risk, and profitability [4]. Hence, for a smooth functioning and maintenance of these systems, there is a need to gracefully represent these complex data streams in an easy to understand manner.

This study is part of a project, which is called Secure Connected Trustable Things (SCOTT) and focuses on complex logistics use cases. The study explores a dashboard design to best represent the data streams in an automated warehouse to help the stakeholders to monitor the current state of the warehouse. The automated warehouse in question has three levels as follows: (1) Supply Chain level, (2) Warehouse level, (3) Intelligent Agent level [4].

The aim of the project is to address the research question: *What are the suitable visualization techniques that are required to build a dashboard which represents a stream of data from an autonomous warehouse, focusing on KPI such as performance, safety, and sustainability by employing user-centered design methodologies?*

To this end, this report leverages on expert opinion [5] and semi-structured interviews [6] at the onset of the study to understand the needs of stakeholders, gather feedback and suggest new features for further iterations. Section I introduces the concept of CPS and autonomous warehouse, defines the problem statement, the objective of the study, methodology used to achieve that and delimitations of certain procedures and technology used. Section II discusses the previous work done in the field of CPS and autonomous warehouses, different methods to build user friendly dashboards for retailers and smart warehouses. Section III discusses the design process, the initial decisions taken, defining the entities, and building three different dashboard views based of the level of the warehouse. Section IV discusses the metrics for the user study and interviews. Section V explains the results based on the interview feedback. Section VI discusses the results and breaks down similar feedback into three categories. The paper ends with concision and suggestions for future work in Section VII.

A. Objective

The primary goal of the study is to design and develop a dashboard to answer the defined research question. This dashboard represents a stream of data that comes from the different entities involved in and around an autonomous warehouse which is a fully-automated CPS. These entities include (1) trucks, (2) warehouses, (3) retailers, (4) smart robots, and (5) conveyor belts.

B. Methodology

During the project, the identified stakeholders were interviewed on two stages of the design process. Semi-structured interviewing is a very flexible technique for
small-scale research in which detailed structure is left to be worked out during the interview, and the person being interviewed has a fair degree of freedom in what to talk about, how much to say, and how to express it [7]. The feedback session was an informal user study with one stakeholder where a pen-paper prototype was evaluated. Based on the feedback, the final visual design was made which later got converted to a functional prototype. The development was further shaped by feedback from one-to-one semi-structured interviews. Towards the end of the final prototype, a final interview was conducted to get feedback relevant to the next iteration of the dashboard.

To develop this prototype, ReactJS[15], a component-based JavaScript framework was used for the base front-end of the application. It was primarily because of its rendering performance and the ability to break down the application into smaller independent components. D3.js[16], the industry standard of data visualization javascript library was used to develop the dashboard prototype. A state machine, Redux, was also introduced to capture the state after every change in the data as an immutable object. This was done to avoid continuously calling the server to make the dashboard more performant. Nivo, a wrapper on top of D3.js, was used to make the visualizations. Nivo was preferred because of the flexibility in the layout of the graphs it generates and the data structures are more adaptable unlike libraries like react-d3. ImmutableJS was used to create factories for the entities in the form of records. Fetch was used for the HTTP requests to the server. Postman is used for mocking the back-end API.

C. Delimitations

The project does not involve a real-time data streaming coming from automated warehouse since the research project prototype is still under development. Therefore, there are assumptions made for the structure and properties of the data streams that might change or evolve. Although a very strict data structure is followed and obeyed while building the visualization, there might be performance issues due to the machine learning algorithms. In terms of design, although the dashboard incorporates the UCD approach [7][10], the feedback session is limited to 5 people, considering stakeholders include user experience designers, system engineers and researchers who work on the same project. The dashboard currently incorporates 3 KPI: (1) safety; (2) sustainability; and (3) performance. The scope of the work does not include the identification of the relevant KPI and also does not include the further data integration with the existing or in development CPS. However, the interested reader can learn more about the earlier research conducted as part of the project to identify these KPI [4] and the minimalistic data model for monitoring purpose [8].

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Research in the domain of CPS is driven by several recent factors: (1) the development of low-cost and increased-capability sensors of increasingly smaller form-factor, (2) the availability of low-cost, low-power, high-capacity, small form-factor computing devices, (3) the wireless communication revolution; abundant Internet bandwidth, (4) continuing improvements in energy capacity, alternative energy sources and energy harvesting [1].

As we mentioned before, automated warehouses, an example of CPS, have interactions between different moving parts (or entities) involved in keeping or retrieving different objects present in the warehouse or the interactions of the warehouse with the outside world. The complex nature of these interactions makes it difficult to see the overall activity in and around the warehouse.

In [4], the authors conduct several interviews with experts to identify the important KPIs and stakeholders as a first step. During this work, an example dashboard design is also presented. However, this preliminary study does not include a working prototype.

Furthermore, in [7], (1) safety, (2) sustainability, and (3) performance are chosen as important KPI to monitor through the dashboard.

Safety refers to the level of trust in the warehouse. A collision probability is one example metric used to monitor the safety level in the warehouse.

Performance is related to metrics such as time, goals accomplished by a particular robot or the overall goals of the warehouse.

Sustainability refers to the energy levels of the warehouse. This includes the energy and the battery consumed to perform actions within the warehouse, which is directly correlated to the efficiency of the robots and the warehouse.

Later, a minimalistic data model [8] is presented in the same study through a linked data technologies which promise both consistency and interoperability throughout the CPS in focus.

Other research projects have been working with management dashboards in scenarios specific to retailers and for one of them, the views are split into (1) Management layer, (2) Physical layer, and (3) Agent layer but these layers have not been evaluated by the respective stakeholders [8].

The automated warehouse’s smartness is guaranteed by the intelligent agents. These agents are the representations of real components such as robots, smart shelf systems and so on. For this purpose, Soar, a general cognitive architecture, has been a studied as part of the project. It offers demonstrations of individual components, components working in combination, and real-world applications [9]. VISTA is a generic toolkit that allows stakeholders to visualize internal reasoning of these intelligent agents [10]. However, this toolkit is concentrated on the behaviour of the agents, in contrast to, the data streams from the agents.
III. DESIGN PROCESS

A. Initial Design Decisions

In terms of the first design process, the first step was identifying the entities and splitting them into the three levels. Every level was then split into cards and atomic design [11] approach is used to build smaller cards instead of making one big dashboard. Atomic design is a methodology of creating a design system based on creating small components (or atoms) like buttons, inputs, headings, and so on. Later, these components comb are combined to create larger components (or molecules) like forms, button groups and in our case, cards. This approach is chosen for the purpose of making the application as modular as possible.

To make the implementation as light as possible, a highlight boolean variable is included in every entity which enabled to fetch the required data instead of querying all the data. This way, the performance of the prototype is ensured.

The idea of not revealing the entire data set was given prime importance to enhance both experience and performance. Hence, a highlight boolean was introduced in all the entities and only entities set to true by the users were displayed at first and the entire data set was released once requested by clicking the button.

![Figure 1. State of the retailers and warehouse on the supply chain level.](image)

The dashboard consisted of a lot of data streams that signify an empty or a full state which could not be expressed only by numbers, hence three colors, based on color selection for highlighting tasks [12] were consistently used to signify negative (full), positive (empty) and in progress space (Figure 1).

As we mentioned before, the warehouse is divided into three levels (supply chain, warehouse, and intelligent agent) and the information for each level is represented by cards. The dashboard is designed in a way that each card owned a separate API request to make all cards independent of each other. Moreover, information text was provided for every card in the form of a tooltip so that the helpful information is only available when needed. These implementation decisions are selected to allow enough resources available for the performative visualizations [13].

B. Defining Entities and Their Records

The following entity records are defined to represent the entire system:

- **Warehouse and Retailers** represent the entire space and consist of a similar data structure composed of an ID (string), highlighted tag (bool), location (geo), the name of the space (string) and the capacity of the space (num). The IDs of these entities are needed for trucks to identify destination and source of their journeys.

- **Robots** of different kinds: (1) arms, (2) conveyor belts, and (3) other retrieval systems are an integral part of the intelligent agent level and warehouse level. Their data stream is comprised of an ID (string), activity, battery and performance indicators with their respective deviation. It also consists of the location ID and the object ID that signifies in which warehouse they are present and the object they are carrying. They could be highlighted based on battery or robot status. The prime value is the time to return to its base after completing its task.

- **Trucks** are entities that connect: (1) retailers-retailers; (2) retailers-warehouses, and (3) warehouse-warehouse, and hence consist of their location (geo) of start and end point. Trucks also have a sustainability index and activity, measured in hours.

- **Notes and stakeholders** card is shared across all the three levels and also have an ability to be highlighted to display the notes and stakeholder of choice on the home screen. Notes consist of an ID (string), the text field (string), the data of addition (string), author ID (string) and the highlight tag (bool) and type (string). Stakeholder consists of the ID (string), name (string), email (string), type (string), phone (num). The author ID of the notes is linked to the stakeholder ID to identify where the note is coming from.

C. Data Connections

All the entities are connected to each other and share data as per the linked data structure. Stakeholders and Notes are present in all the three levels of the data visualizations, but their ids are linked to their respective levels (Figure 2). For example, a stakeholder responsible for Retailer 1 has its ID linked to the ID of the retailer. At the supply chain level, the trucks are linked to the warehouse and the retailers as their locations (to and from) with the time left to complete the task as the primary variable.

At the warehouse level, the position of the robots is used to define the interior map layout of the warehouse. They carry boxes that have unique ids.

At the intelligent agent level, information related to the interoperability between robots is visualized through data about interaction and memory usage of the agents.

D. Level 1: Supply Chain level

The purpose of the Supply Chain level is to visualize data available outside the warehouse scope and how the objects in the warehouse interact with the outside environment (suppliers, retailers, and warehouse). The dashboard is divided into 5 cards: (1) Capacity, (2) Truck Journey, (3) Profitability vs. Risk Curve, (4) Notes, and (5) Stakeholders.

- **Capacity**: The capacity card details the available space in the current / adjoining warehouses along with the
space available at the retailers. The data is represented by a dial visualization to give stronger emphasis to the color and the percentage value of availability. This section can be updated to check the average capacity of the warehouse or the retailer over the month, week or even year.

- **Ongoing truck journey** card details the connection journey between (1) warehouse-retailer; (2) retailer-retailer; (3) warehouse-warehouse; and depicts the current state of the journey as a progress bar. Since there is a lot more data available for the truck (Figure 3), it could be displayed on clicking the View more button next to every truck progress bar.

**Figure 2.** An overview of Warehouse 1 with different kinds of active robots (Autonomous Robot 1 and Conveyor Belt 1) being managed by system engineers.

- **Profitability vs. risk curve** is an X-Y plot with Profitability/Risk on the Y-axis and the time on the X-axis. The curve could be updated to accommodate daily, weekly and yearly values. This curve represents the profits (in %) and related risk generated from the warehouse while dealing with different retailers.

- **Notes and stakeholders.** Stakeholders for the supply chain level are the truck drivers, warehouse managers, and retail managers and they have the option to add and share notes between each other.

**E. Level 2: Warehouse level**

The purpose of the Warehouse level is to visualize the movement and exchange of data inside the warehouse primarily by the robots. The dashboard is divided into (1) Real-time map of the warehouse, (2) Stacked-Performance Chart, (3) Robots, (4) Notes, and (5) Stakeholders.

- **Real-time map** of warehouse depicts the top view of the warehouse with robots being placed by the waypoints [7], X (Line - <num>) - Y (Y - <num>) coordinates as circles with the size of the circle representative of the battery of the robots and the intensity of the color signifying the activity state of the robot. To view more information on the robot like the danger zone, destination and the ID of the object being carried, any robot can be clicked to display that information (Figure 4).

**Figure 3.** The modal with secondary information about the truck including the total activity hours and the Sustainability Index.

- **Stacked performance chart** gives the stakeholders an ability to select the robots from all the active robots in the warehouse and check their performance index varying from 0 - 100. The different types of robots are represented by different colors. This chart could be updated based on daily, weekly, monthly and yearly performance for further analysis (Figure 5).

- **Battery status of robots** card signifies the battery status of the robots as a primary value, which is also represented in a map state (Figure 4). Clicking on the ‘view all’ button reveals more information on the robot-like time left to return, the performance percent of that robot and how it is performing compared to the overall warehouse average.

- **Notes and stakeholders.** Stakeholders for the warehouse level are the warehouse managers and robot operators and they have the ability to share notes with everyone or one another.

**Figure 4.** An overhead map of Warehouse
F. Level 3: Intelligent Agent level

The purpose of the intelligent agent level is to visualize intelligence and interoperability related concerns of the robots. The dashboard is divided into (1) Interoperability Curve, (2) Activity Monitor, (3) Notes, and (4) Stakeholders cards.

- **Robot interoperability curve** is an updatable chord diagram that has all the axis as robots in the warehouse represented by different colors. This interdependence allows the stakeholders to monitor robots when they perform a particular task. This curve can be updated on a daily, weekly monthly and yearly basis (Figure 6).

![Figure 5. Stacking different robots in the warehouse with each other to compare the performance of their combination for the year 2013.](image1)

![Figure 6. A chord diagram was used to visualize the interoperability between all the available robots present in Warehouse 1 for the year of 2013.](image2)

- **Notes and stakeholders**, the main stakeholders of this level are the system engineers, robot maintainers, and the warehouse managers. They have an ability to add and share notes between each other.

IV. USER STUDY

The final interview was conducted with 5 stakeholders who took part in the development of the automated warehouse project. These interviewees come from different domains including design, software development, systems engineering and robotics. The interview was conducted in a one-to-one semi-structured way. The length of every interview varied between 20 to 30 minutes with both the interviewer and interviewee discussing the use case of the dashboard relevant to their domain of knowledge. The interview was conducted in an uninterrupted open environment and the response was handwritten. The general structure of the interview included:

1) Introduction of the interviewer and the interviewee, the roles in the project and discussion about the first feedback iteration.

2) Primary discussion about SCOTT project and the prior experience with the dashboard and the data architecture.

3) A think-aloud session of using the dashboard exploring different levels and asking questions before switching levels with additional efforts to find the answers within the dashboard.

4) Questions the interviewee had with respect to the cards most relevant to the interviewees. What works for them and what does not?

5) Optional hands-on exercise: If any visualization is not clear, is there a better way to represent a data?

V. RESULTS

Based on the interview feedback, it was evident that defining KPI, in the beginning, proved out to be a crucial step to make the dashboard unified. During the hands-on exercise, four out of five stakeholders preferred using the chord interoperability diagram due to prior experience with a similar visualization while one stakeholder suggested using a tree-map visualization to represent the same data. Three stakeholders suggested giving preference to data susceptible to daily changes instead of data closer to the three KPI under consideration that does not update frequently. Four out of five stakeholders felt using size to represent the amount of battery left, on the warehouse map was confusing as compared to using colors to depict the same data. All the stakeholders preferred fetching only highlighted data on the dashboard instead of the entire data set on the first load because of the decrease in page load speed. Two stakeholders suggested using stakeholder hierarchy to customize the available data could be used to further simplify the visualization. For our use case, the warehouse managers could have access to all three levels of the dashboard while the systems engineers could only access the intelligent agent level.
VI. DISCUSSION

A. Using three KPI as a starting point

Before the implementation of the visualization, two earlier studies [3][7] were conducted to identify KPI, stakeholders and the data model as the basis of deciding what kind of data would be presented on the dashboard, for whom and by what data which turned out to be extremely helpful to make both, data streams and, the dashboard uniform. At this stage, a minimal set of required data was selected, which was to be used only for monitoring purposes.

B. Expert opinion as an evaluation technique

Despite the exploratory nature of this study, we tried to validate the dashboard using a structured approach. Using expert opinion at the preliminary stage of the research proved out to be a fast and efficient way to build the prototype and identify the direction of future development. So, if these expert evaluations are not performed prior to formative evaluations, the formative evaluations will typically take longer and require more users, and yet reveal many of the same usability problems that could generally have been discovered by less expensive heuristic evaluations [14]. Thus, expert evaluations can reduce the cost of formative studies.

C. Cognitive bias in visualizations used

In terms of the visualizations used, there was a strong bias towards the visualizations used by the stakeholders for a prior similar data set, which greatly reduced the learning curve for the dashboard. The bias was expressed in the final feedback from the stakeholders when the data visualizations were fully functional. This feedback was not expressed in the earlier feedback session. This is a classic case of cognitive bias, which is observed when similar design patterns (or, in our case, data visualizations) are used frequently [15].

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Future work will be to extend the above dashboard to incorporate real-time data streams from a working warehouse. We will continue to work on the dashboard and customize the dashboard to further to improve the user experience in the light of the feedback we received after the interviews. Furthermore, we plan to employ user-centered methodologies in the form of research tools like eye-tracking and heat-maps, to capture participant behaviour while performing certain tasks within the dashboard to draw clear conclusions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The term of big data was originated in 1997 and was introduced by two NASA researchers, Michael Cox and David Ellsworth [1]. So far, there is no formal definition for big data, although it is referred to as complex data that are characterized by the well-known Vs properties: huge volume, high value, much variety, low veracity, and big variability that are collected from multiple data streams [2]. The world’s data volume keeps growing because the data is continuously produced using numerous data streams (e.g., mobile devices, cameras, microphones, wireless sensor networks, etc.) [3]. Hence, such growth in data makes traditional data processing applications useless and requires huge efforts for analysis and processing [4].

Researchers and data scientists working with big data face many challenges, such as: capturing data, data storage, data analysis, search, sharing, transfer, visualization, querying, updating and information privacy [5]-[6]. Moreover, big data inherits the curse of dimensionality, meaning that the data has a massive set of dimensions, which also makes analysis and processing harder [7][8]. One of the ways to overcome such issues is big data reduction. The term ‘reduce’ can relate to either the complexity or the volume of the data. By reducing the complexity and/or the volume of the data, it becomes more manageable, hence easier to analyze. Big data reduction methods can be categorized into five groups, as follows:

- **Network Theory:** or graph theory is one of the significant techniques that are used in reducing high-dimensional unstructured big data into low-dimensional structured data [9]. Trovati et al. [10] proposed a network theory-based approach to extract the topological and dynamical network properties from big data.
- **Dimension reduction:** the dimensions of the data are the attributes of that data (i.e., id and name of a student, color and speed of a car, etc.). The dimensionality can be reduced by either features’ selection or features’ extraction. Feature selection is done by only considering the important dimensions of that data, as all the dimensions will not be needed. Feature extraction is done by merging multiple sets of dimensions to derive new ones [11]-[12].
- **Deduplication:** the data collected may contain redundancies. Redundancy is not necessarily a duplicate row in the database. Redundancy in the data can be the order of bits or block of memory that is exactly identical to another one. In such case, the original one is kept, and the copy is replaced with a pointer to the original in order to reduce the volume in use [13]-[14].
- **Graph theory:** to reduce the complexity of the data, the topological and dynamical network properties are extracted. To construct topological networks, relationships between data points are established [15]-[16].
- **Compression** [9] such methods are good to handle data reduction in terms of size by maintaining the whole data streams. Compression-based methods involve complex computations that affect the reduction process efficiency and add compression overhead cost. Many big data compression techniques are proposed by academics and researchers, including spatiotemporal, Anamorphic Stretch Transform (AST), parallel compression, sketching, and adaptive compression.

Research showed that these methods cannot be used single-handedly by considering all the Vs properties of big data [15], which motivates the need for more reliable data reduction approaches that combine multiple methods together.

Motivated by knowledge graphs [17]-[18], this paper presents a tool and an approach to reduce big data complexity using graphs. In graphs, data is presented using nodes and edges instead of using an ordinary relational database (see Figure 1), where each row is presented by a node (an object), and relationships between the entities are replaced with edges between the nodes. Presenting the database using a graph database makes the act of unlocking knowledge patterns easier.
clusters (groups), and then compress the data according to the assigned clustering information.

Dynamic Quantum Clustering (DQC) is a method that works with big and multi-dimensional data. Weinstein et al. [11] conduct studies that show how DQC works for big real-world datasets that come from five different domains, namely "x-ray nano-chemistry, condensed matter, biology, seismology, and finance". These studies show how DQC help at extracting meaningful data that contain important information. They claimed that this method establishes important results that show how complex datasets contain various different structures that might be missed by the other clustering techniques.

To our knowledge, there are currently no tools or approaches to reducing big data complexity using a graph database or knowledge graphs.

III. GraphJ Tool

GraphJ is a standalone GUI based application written in JavaFX [28] and based on Spring Framework [29] for resource management. It is built to convert a MySQL database [20] into a Neo4J graph database [21]. To convert the database, GraphJ performs the following activities (see Figure 2):

1) **MySQL host**

GraphJ requires a live MySQL host to read the database schema from. There is no need to specify a database in that host because GraphJ will inspect all the databases. The connection is established to the host using MySQL Java database connectivity (JDBC) driver [30]. JDBC may not work on remote hosts due to remote direct access regulations, as most of the databases do not allow direct access to the database.

The connection is made using an interface called **DBConnection**. DBConnection contains abstract methods that allows to extract (host, port, username, password, and database). The database is used only to define the default database for the connection. To set all the required data, GraphJ reads these properties from the environment variables (see Table I).

2) **Inspect the schema**

GraphJ uses a module called **SchemaInspector**, which provides all the details about a schema under inspection. SchemaInspector requires an object of **DBConnection** in order to decide which host, port, username, and password that it will be dealing with. However, it does not require a database from the **DBConnection** object. It inspects all the databases on that host, as database selection is done later.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Default Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MYSQL_HOST</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>localhost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MYSQL_PORT</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>3306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MYSQL_USER</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MYSQL_PASS</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MYSQL_DB</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUERY_LIMIT</td>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. A sample of graph database.

[15], and is most useful when one must deal with highly interconnected data [19].

GraphJ uses MySQL database [20] to convert its schema and data into Neo4J graph database [21]. The reason for choosing MySQL because it is well known and widely used. The reason for choosing Neo4J is because of its high performance [22]-[23]. GraphJ is built using Java, because of its suitability and connectivity support for Neo4J.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes related work; Section III describes the tool and used approach; Section IV presents an experimental evaluation; Section V presents the conclusion.

II. Related Work

There are a lot of tools and approaches for big data reduction. Some of these methods are based on Network Theory [10], Compression [24]-[25] and others based on Dimension Reduction [11][12][26].

The topological properties of the networks have been used to model big datasets and study their structure that faced challenges due to the datasets complexity and dependencies between their parts. Defining the models based on such data properties makes it hard to understand the data and to produce useful information due to their complexity and the data inconsistencies. Trovati [10] introduced a big data analytics tool which allows to extract useful data and to obtain in-depth intelligence from such different big datasets.

Jalali and Asghari [24] introduce a lossy image compression that reshapes the image. It depends on the idea that if the image is sampled in a way that is the same in all cases and at all times, then the sharp features have a higher sampling density than the rough ones. This method is claimed to be applicable for big data compression.

Yang et al. [27] present a solution that makes it possible for the compression method to compress the data efficiently. The solution is based on applying the clustering method to the datasets (input data). It divides the data into several different
SchemaCrawler[31] is used to read the structure of all databases on the provided host. SchemaCrawler is used, although schema can be inspected using java.sql.DatabaseMetaData, because it gives a full description of each table, name, columns, primary keys, foreign keys.

3) **Select association tables**  
Association or join tables are tables that represent *many to many* relationships between two tables, by using the primary key of each table as foreign keys in an association table. Such tables should be referenced by the user, as they cannot be identified programmatically. These tables should be referenced because they will be treated in a different way than *one to one* or *one to many* relationships, since association tables should be omitted and replaced with the original tables.

4) **Select schema**  
A single schema should be selected with association tables referenced.

5) **Label the relationships**  
Each relationship, including *many to many*, between the tables should be labeled in order to name the relationships between the nodes of the graph.

6) **Query and nodes generation**  
GraphJ uses a module called MySqlConnector which requires a DBConnection in order to establish a connection and execute queries. The queries are executed using java.sql.Statement. The reason behind using it instead of Hibernate [32] is because HQL Queries suffer from performance degradation (because it should convert HQL to SQL [33], although the performance degradation is trivial, it becomes more tangible when executing queries repeatedly). However, even with SQL, the performance degrades if the database has massive records. To overcome this issue, the queries retrieve limited results. The limitation is read from an environment variable with the key `QUERY_LIMIT`. Inside MySqlConnector there are 3 main queries:

- **SELECT * FROM r_table WHERE f_k=o_pk**  
  `r_table` is the foreign key table.  
  `f_k` is the foreign key in `r_table`.  
  `o_pk` is the primary key in the table that has a relationship with `r_table`.  
  Select all the rows from that table that match the foreign in the original table.

- **SELECT * FROM j_table INNER JOIN r_table on r_pk=r_fk WHERE o_fk = o_pk**  
  `j_table` is the association table  
  `r_table` is the foreign key table.  
  `r_pk` is the primary key in the original table under processing.  
  `r_fk` is the foreign key in `r_table`.  
  `o_fk` is the foreign key reference to the original table under processing.  
  `o_pk` is the primary key in the table that has a relationship with `r_table`.  
  Select all the rows from that table that match the foreign in the original table.

Queries are generated based on the selected schema and the relationships between the tables.

7) **Graph generation**  
Once the nodes with their relationships are created, the last step is to flush these nodes into the Neo4J database. GraphJ tries to connect to an already instantiated Neo4J database. It reads the database path from an environment variable with key `NEO4J_DB`. This database’s host should be stopped in order to establish a connection, as it cannot establish two connections at the same time.

**IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION**

In this section, experimental evaluation details, goals, and results of GraphJ are presented.
TABLE II. SUBJECT DATABASES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th># tables</th>
<th># all relationships</th>
<th># M2M relationships</th>
<th># records</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World X</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakila</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>47271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employees</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3911245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III. AVERAGE TOTAL EXECUTION TIMES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>1500</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2500</th>
<th>3000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World X</td>
<td>16 s</td>
<td>26 s</td>
<td>33 s</td>
<td>40 s</td>
<td>50 s</td>
<td>60 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakila</td>
<td>1.5 m</td>
<td>4 m</td>
<td>5.9 m</td>
<td>7.8 m</td>
<td>9.8 m</td>
<td>11.8 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employees</td>
<td>17 s</td>
<td>49 s</td>
<td>1.7 m</td>
<td>3.1 m</td>
<td>4.5 m</td>
<td>6.6 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Goals

The goal was to evaluate the performance of GraphJ. Hence, and to cover all the possible cases, GraphJ has been run on two different databases, with different run configurations. In the end, the total execution time of each one of the run configurations has been compared.

B. Subject Databases

For the evaluation, MySQL sample databases [34] were used. Those databases are well known and widely used for testing MySQL queries. Three of the databases were used (see Table II):

- **World X** [35]: Provided by Oracle [36], it has a set of tables containing information on the countries and cities of the world.
- **Sakila** [37]: Provided by Oracle [36], it is designed to represent a DVD rental store. This database borrows film and actor names from the Dell sample database [38].
- **Employees** [39]: Originally developed by Patrick Crews and Giuseppe Maxia and provides a large set of data that consists of 4 million records.

C. Configuration

GraphJ ran on 64-bit Linux machine with Intel Core i5-4200M and 8 GBs of memory. The MySQL and Neo4J databases were located on *localhost* on ports 3306 and 7474. The performance can be affected by the nature of the database and the query limitations, for that, the study tried to simulate real-life cases.

D. Results

The node generation and relationship mapping are done correctly. However, the performance is questionable, thus, GraphJ ran on the three databases with query limited from 500 to 3000 increasing by 500 each time. After running the tool on the three databases (10 times for each query limitation value). The results showed that the performance is significantly affected by the number of tables and relationships, however, the number of rows does not have much effect. The average total execution times are shown in Table III.

V. Conclusion

This paper presents a big data complexity reduction (called GraphJ). GraphJ reads a MySQL database and maps its records to nodes in order to insert them into a Neo4J database. The tool converts a relational database into a graph database, which reduces the complexity, as graph databases facilitate the act of unlocking knowledge patterns [40].

Conversion is done by inspecting the schema of a provided relational database, including table names, column names, and column types. Then the relationships between existing tables are inspected, and the user is asked to label these relationships. After that, the queries are generated using the schema data inspected earlier. Finally, the queries are executed to generate nodes in order to be inserted into the graph database using the retrieved data. The relationships between these nodes are created based on the names the user provided. This results in a set of nodes connected together. These nodes are then inserted into a provided graph database.

To assess the effectiveness of the proposed tool, a case study was conducted. Three MySQL sample databases (World X, Sakila and Employees) were used. GraphJ ran with query limitation starting with 500 records and increasing by 500 each time until reaching 3000 records. Each relational database ran 10 times for each query limitation value. The tool was able to convert all databases into graph databases correctly. However, the results showed that the performance is significantly affected by the number of tables and relationships in the relational database.

Following are various opportunities in order to improve the proposed tool:

- **Experiment**: larger experiments can be performed on the proposed tool to further assess and evaluate its effectiveness.
- **Database support**: there are a lot of databases available and are widely used. However, the current implementation of GraphJ only supports MySQL and Neo4j. The tool can be extended to support more database implementations.

GraphJ is built using JavaFX with Spring Framework. The tool with the source code is available on GitHub repository: https://github.com/AbdullahAsendar/GraphJ.
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Abstract—In this study, we design and develop an end-to-end system based on data analytics and deep learning methods to monitor, count, and manage traffic, particularly, pedestrians and bicyclists in real-time. The main objective of this research is to improve the safety of pedestrians and bicyclists, by applying self-sensed and intelligent systems to control and monitor the flow of pedestrians/bicyclists particularly at intersections. This paper proposes an effective end-to-end system for traffic vision, detection, and counting on real-time traffic videos. The developed system is evaluated on 12 hours of real video streams captured from actual traffic cameras in the city of Los Angeles. According to the results, the developed system can count the pedestrians with less than 2% error.
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I. INTRODUCTION

By 2050, 66% of the world’s population is projected to be urban [1][2]. As urban populations rise, it is essential for city designers and planners to focus more on designing smart cities and addressing the main challenges, such as traffic issues, and the impacts of increased vehicle use. According to the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT), the number of traffic fatalities has increased by nearly 6% in 2016 [3]. The number of traffic fatalities only in the state of California was 3,623 in 2016, which is more than 9.2 deaths per 100,000 population.

Understanding the movement of people, bicycles, and their interaction with vehicles is critical to avoid traffic accidents and improve safety. We know that the most vulnerable components of the traffic collisions are pedestrians and bicyclists. Thus, it is essential to develop intelligent transportation systems, and human-centered traffic approaches to protect our pedestrians and cyclists and ensure that they can travel safely, efficiently, and comfortably.

With the advancement of technology, automated traffic monitoring has been gaining attraction over the past couple of years. In particular, several methods have been proposed for pedestrian detection in the past couple of years [4]–[6]. These methods have used different techniques including image/video processing, as well as machine learning techniques to detect human targets (pedestrian). Most of the previous contributions have used standard datasets including images/videos captured in ideal situations to evaluate the performance of the algorithm [5]. However, when we want to do it in practice, in real-time on video streams from traffic cameras in the scale of a large city like Los Angeles, it will be very different from lab settings, and we need to deal with challenges of Big Data Analytics.

Dollar et al. [4] and Benes et al. [5] performed an extensive evaluation of the state of the practice. They put together the most popular pedestrian datasets and evaluated the performance of the most promising pedestrian detectors across several datasets. They have shown that despite significant progress in the past few years, the performance still has much room for improvement. Particularly, the pedestrian detection results are disappointing at low resolutions videos and for occluded pedestrians in the image [4].

The goal of this study is to design and develop an end-to-end system based on computer vision and machine learning to monitor, detect, track, count, and manage traffic, particularly, pedestrians and bicyclists. In this paper, we will evaluate our system on 12 hours of real video streams captured from actual traffic cameras in the city of Los Angeles. According to the results, the developed system can count the pedestrians with less than 2% error.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the system architecture, methods, and the details of the proposed framework and components. Section III provides the evaluation results on actual data including 12 hours of real video streams captured from actual traffic cameras in the city of Los Angeles. Finally, Section IV includes the conclusion.
II. **SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND METHOD**

In this study, we have developed an end-to-end system including a series of image/video processing, computer vision algorithms, Machine Learning and Deep Learning, and optimal state estimator algorithms that receive video streams in real-time, and detect, recognize, track, and count pedestrians and cyclists in the video.

Figure 1 shows the high-level system architecture. The first step in the proposed traffic vision system is raw video preprocessing, which includes a series of algorithms for quality enhancement, and brightness/contrast adjustment. In the case of wide-angle lenses that may make the image convex, we can also use correction algorithms to convert the video back to natural view.

An important step in video preprocessing is background estimation and subtraction. In this concept, any moving object is considered as foreground, and any stationary object (i.e., an object with fixed location in a number of sequential frames) is considered as background. Although most of machine learning algorithms can still perform object recognition without a background removal step, but most of the time, it can improve the performance and accuracy of object recognition algorithm and also reduce the computational load of the object recognition algorithm by reducing the size of the area of interest.

In this study, we tried several effective algorithms for background estimation/subtraction including mean filter, frame differencing, running Gaussian average, and Mixture of Gaussian modeling (MOG) [6][7]. It turned out that MOG, and also mean filtering achieved the best results for background subtraction. Figure 2 shows the results of background subtraction (i.e., moving object detection) based on mean filtering. We have to note that the background continuously changes because the light direction and intensity changes. Thus, it is essential to continuously estimate and update the background to always have the best background subtraction performance.

![Figure 1. End-to-end system architecture.](image1)

![Figure 2. Background subtraction: (a) Original video frame, (b) Estimated background, (c) Moving objects after background subtraction.](image2)

After video preprocessing, the next step is to extract and select the best set of computer vision features that can be used in machine learning algorithms for object detection. Depending on the type of machine learning algorithm, this step may include feature extraction, feature selection, and/or dimensionality reduction. We have tried many different types of features and machine learning algorithms for object recognition.

Before recent advancement in deep learning, Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) has been one of the most popular hand-made features for object recognition [8]. HOG features along with Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier can form an effective method for pedestrian recognition [8]. HOG is a feature descriptor that counts occurrences of gradient orientation in localized portions of an image [8].

In this study, we have also tried various deep learning methods, particularly the Convolutional Neural Networks (ConvNet), R-CNN (Region-based Convolutional Network), and YOLO (You Only Look Once) algorithms [9]-[12]. A big
advantage of ConvNet methods compared to other classic machine learning algorithms is that there is no need to generate and use hand-made features for ConvNet. The algorithm automatically learns to generate the best set of convolutional features that can best represent the image. However, ConvNet is computationally expensive and sometimes difficult to run in real-time on high-frame-rate videos. In addition, when the training dataset is not large enough, it is usually hard to train an accurate deep neural network. In this case, Transfer Learning methods that take advantage of a pre-trained neural network model on other dataset can be very helpful to expedite the training stage [14].

Figure 3-(a) shows our pedestrian detection results on an actual traffic video using HOG features and SVM classifier. Figure 3-(b) shows our results using YOLO algorithm.

![Figure 3. Pedestrian detection using machine learning algorithms. (a) using HOG features and SVM classifier, (b) using YOLO.](image)

After detecting/recognizing the object of interest (e.g., a pedestrian or bicyclist) in several sequential frames, we use Optimal State Estimator to estimate the Trajectory of each target object. Since several objects may exist in each frame at a time (e.g., several pedestrians walking together in same direction or different directions), it is essential to estimate the trajectory of each object individually.

We use Kalman Filter [13] as an optimal state estimator to predict the next location of the object and estimate the trajectory of the object over time. In this approach, in addition to the location of each bounding box, we extract and use a set of object features to represent each object uniquely. This allows us to recognize, distinguish, and track each object (i.e., each pedestrian or bicyclist) individually during the video, especially in difficult situations when several objects pass or overlap each other.

Suppose that we want to track a pedestrian. We use Kalman filter to predict the next location of each pedestrian in the next frame based on the previous locations and walking pace (extracted from previous frames). Then, after receiving the next frame, we compare our prediction with the new pedestrian detected in the next frame. The association is performed by comparing the bounding box location as well as other object features. This comparison tells us if this pedestrian was the same person in the previous frame, or it is a new one. If the predicted location and actual location match, we consider this pedestrian as previous one, and continue completing the trajectory of this pedestrian (see Figure 4).

Using this approach, we can build a trajectory map including individual trajectories for all pedestrians in the video, and then track each pedestrian from the first frame he enters until the last frame when he moves out.

![Figure 4. Location prediction and Trajectory estimation.](image)

In this approach, when we detect a pedestrian whose location does not match to any of the previously predicted locations (it does not locate on any of the existing estimated trajectories), we consider that person as a new pedestrian and consequently, increment the pedestrian counter. This will allow us to track and count each pedestrian everywhere in the scene, and avoid double counting them in sequential frames.

### III. RESULTS ON ACTUAL DATA

We evaluated our developed system on 12 hours of real video streams captured from actual traffic cameras in the city of Los Angeles. Figure 5 shows some of the results for pedestrian and bicyclist detection, tracking, and counting.

Table 1 shows the pedestrian counting results on the video streams captured from an actual traffic camera in the city of Los Angeles for 12 hours (a view of the camera is shown in Figure 5-b). The first column of Table 1 shows the hour number; the second column shows the number of pedestrians counted automatically by the developed system; the third column shows the actual number of pedestrians counted by a human expert as the ground truth; and the last column is the hourly percent error. The last row in Table 1 shows the Overall Percent Error of 1.7% for counting over 12 hours. We used the following equation to calculate the Percent Error:

$$\text{Percent Error} = \frac{|A - B|}{B} \times 100$$
where $A$ is the number of pedestrian counted automatically by the developed system, and $B$ is the correct number of pedestrians counted by a human expert.

![Image](image-url)

Figure 5. System results on real-time traffic video streams: (a) Bicyclist tracking and counting, (b) Pedestrian tracking and counting.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper introduced an effective end-to-end system based on computer vision and machine learning to detect, recognize, monitor, track, and count pedestrians and bicyclists in real-time. This approach particularly enables us to recognize and monitor busy intersections that are prone to traffic accidents, and allows us to control and manage traffic in those intersections to protect our pedestrians and bicyclists.

The California State University Los Angeles in partnership with the Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT), the City of Los Angeles, and Toyota Mobility Foundation has developed this effective and scalable system to detect, monitor, track, and count pedestrians and bicyclists in real-time. This system is potentially scalable to the 56,000 miles of streets in Los Angeles. Despite many practical challenges, the developed system works very well with the existing regular traffic cameras and therefore, there is no need to install any special or new cameras for this purpose.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hour No</th>
<th>Automated Counted by Developed System</th>
<th>Ground Truth Counted by Human</th>
<th>Hourly Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2268</td>
<td>2230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average of Hourly Errors = 4.1%
Overall Percent Error in 12 hours = 1.7%
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Abstract—Gateless ticket inspection is an interesting and attractive feature that can help achieve less waiting, less fare evasion, less difficulty of use for railway services for everyone, including physically handicapped people. In this paper, we study ride route detection using Global Positioning System (GPS) as a new approach for implementing gateless railway services. We assume the gateless railway service has access to the user’s GPS location through an application on their smartphone or another mobile device. This position can then be compared with the GPS location of trains in order to detect the stations at which the user boarded and disembarked. Then, railway operators can charge the user for the ride. A challenge in the ride detection for fare charge in railway services is to detect the ride correctly, even if the GPS trajectory is short, e.g., in case users only ride for one station. In order to solve this challenge, we propose a ride detection solution that uses different criteria to evaluate how far the user and train were moving between two stations. In our simulation using railway line open data provided by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT) in Japan, we show that our proposed method reduced false positives by 25%-100% in most cases.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Gateless ticket inspection is an interesting and attractive feature that can help achieve less waiting, less fare evasion, less difficulty of use for railway services for everyone, including physically handicapped people. For example, a barrier-free fare collection system using wireless communication technology has been proposed in [1]. It enables wheelchair users and people with strollers or big luggage to pass smoothly without using a smart card or ticket at the gate.

In this paper, we study ride detection using GPS location as a new approach for implementing gateless railway services. We assume the gateless railway service has access to the user’s GPS location through an application on their smartphone, or another mobile device. This position can then be compared with the GPS location of trains in order to detect the stations at which the user boarded and disembarked. Then, railway operators can charge the user for the ride.

There has been a lot of research on transportation mode detection using GPS location [2]–[7]. These works have proposed to infer a user’s mode of transportation, such as walking, car, and rail based on the velocity calculated by trajectories of GPS location, data of accelerometers, Geographic Information System (GIS) data, and so on. However, all of them do not discuss ride detection but focus on transportation mode detection. In the ride detection, we need to know not only that a user rode a train but exactly which train the user rode because, for example, two operators could run trains on the same line.

A challenge in ride detection for fare charging in railway services is to detect the ride correctly even if the GPS trajectory is short. It is not difficult to infer the transportation mode if a user’s GPS trajectory is relatively long across multiple stations, as noise in the data can be averaged out, and data preceding and following a time point can be used for inference (e.g., if a user rode a train between A and B and C and D they probably also rode it between B and C). A gateless railway service needs to accurately charge all rides, even short ones so we take the harder case of short GPS trajectories into particular consideration.

To address the challenge of accurate ride detection, we propose a ride detection system based on the GPS position of both the user and the train. Using the estimated distance between the user and the train, our system is able to accurately detect rides, even when they occur only between two stations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we provide related works in Section II. Then, we introduce the overview of the gateless railway service in Section III. We detail the proposed method in Section IV and evaluates it by the simulation in Section V. In Section VI, we discuss the challenges to extend our approach to the real world. Finally, we summarize the conclusions in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Many studies in the previous decade have focused on inferring transportation modes based on GPS location. Some of them tried to infer the modes only from GPS trajectory data [2][7] while others tried to improve the accuracy of the inference by using additional information, such as accelerometer data [5] and GIS data [3][4][6]. However, all of them are not discussing the ride detection but are focusing on transportation mode detection.

As we mentioned in Section I, the main difference between the transportation mode detection and the ride detection is that high accuracy is required even for short GPS trajectories. When considering ride detection, it is necessary for fare charging to infer whether a user rode the train or not, even if they only rode it just for one station. However, previous studies and the criteria and features used in them tend not to account for such short GPS trajectories. Thus, applying them does not provide good enough accuracy of the inference in the ride detection.

For example, Stenneth et al. [3] proposed a machine learning approach using 8 features to infer the transportation...
mode detection. In these features, the average distance between a user and a railway trajectory can be applied to the railway ride detection. Hereafter, we call the ride detection using this feature railway-trajectory-based approach in this paper. Figure 1(a) shows a conceptual diagram of the railway-trajectory-based approach. Since this approach does not consider the train’s location but only uses the distance between a user and the closest railway line, decision errors might occur frequently if a road runs along the railway line, as the figure shows.

Montoya et al. [6] proposed an approach that considers the train location. They use station locations and timetables to distinguish train, subway, and tram in the transportation mode detection. More specifically, using route information in General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) format provided by railway operators, they use the average distance between a user and stations on the route. In addition, they consider departure time and arrival time based on the timetable of the route. Hereafter, we call the ride detection using these criteria timetable-based approach in this paper. Figure 1(b) shows a conceptual diagram of the timetable-based approach. However, this approach has a limitation in the accuracy of the ride detection for short GPS trajectories since it does not consider the train location between stations.

To solve these challenges, we propose a GPS-location-based approach that uses GPS locations of both users and trains for the ride detection. Our proposed approach is based on the distance between the user and the train between two stations, based on their GPS locations. Figure 1(c) shows a conceptual diagram of GPS-location-based approach and its details are described in Section IV.

Note that Stenneth et al. [3] also use 2 features based on real-time bus locations but both of them are not appropriate for ride detection. One of them is Average Bus Closeness (ABC) that is the average distance between a user and the closest bus in a given time series, and the other one is Candidate Bus Closeness (CBC) that is the minimum value among the sums of the distance between a user and a bus at each time in a given time series. The former is a feature that mixes information regarding multiple buses and the latter is a feature that mixes information across the multiple bus stops. Thus, both of them cannot be used for ride detection.

### III. Gateless Railway Service

This section describes the gateless railway service that our system could be used in. Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of the service.

In this gateless railway service, the ride detection system regularly collects GPS locations from user’s devices, such as smartphones, and from trains operated by railway operators, and stores them in a database. The ride detection system periodically creates ride histories for each user and charges a user’s credit card according to the histories. Then, the collected payments will be paid to the railway operators.

Introducing the gateless railway service which removes the gate itself has several advantages for both users and railway operators though smooth ticket examining using contactless smart cards have already been achieved in many countries. For example, wheelchair users and people with strollers or big luggage can access platforms smoothly without minding the narrow gate. In addition, although a long queue can be formed at the time of congestion in main stations, the gateless railway service can alleviate it. As for railway operators, reducing costs for introducing and maintaining automatic ticket examining machines can be expected. Also, fare evasion in unmanned stations can be reduced if a fare control based on the degree of contribution for recording GPS locations as described in Section VI and sudden ticket examination is combined and performed.

### IV. Railway Ride Detection

This section describes the proposed ride detection method. Let \( t^p_t \) and \( t^q_t \) be the location of a train \( p \) and a user \( q \) at a time \( t \), respectively. We say that the user \( q \) is in presumed...
ride state for the train \( p \) if Euclidean distance \( d \) between \( l^p_t \) and \( l^q_t \) is less than or equal to the threshold \( \theta_d \).

Let \( L^p_{(A,B)} \) be a sequence of the train \( p \)'s location between stations \( A \) and \( B \).

\[
L^p_{(A,B)} = \{l^p_1, l^p_2, \ldots, l^p_n\}
\]

where \( l^p_1 \) is the train \( p \)'s location at the departure time and \( l^p_n \) is the train \( p \)'s location at the arrival time.

Similarly, a sequence of the user \( q \)'s location at the same time can be represented as follows.

\[
L^q = \{l^q_1, l^q_2, \ldots, l^q_k\}
\]

We call the proportion of being the presumed ride state in \( n \) judgments presumed ride rate for the user \( q \) in \( L^p_{(A,B)} \). We assume that the railway operators determine that the user virtually rode in the section and charge when the presumed ride rate is greater than or equal to a certain threshold.

V. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our GPS location-based approach with respect to the accuracy of the ride detection by comparing it with the railway-trajectory-based one and the timetable-based one in a simulation. First, we describe the methodologies of the evaluation in Section V-A and then show the results in Section V-B.

A. Methodologies

1) Indicators: There are the following 4 patterns for the results of the inference.

- True Positive:
  Inferred virtually rode and actually rode.
- True Negative:
  Inferred not rode but actually not rode.
- False Positive:
  Inferred virtually rode but actually not rode.
- False Negative:
  Inferred not rode but actually rode.

We consider two indicators to evaluate the accuracy of the ride detection based on the number of each case above.

\[
r_{FP} = \frac{N_{FP}}{N_{TN} + N_{FP}}
\]

\[
r_{FN} = \frac{N_{FN}}{N_{TP} + N_{FN}}
\]

where \( r_{FP} \) is the false positive rate, \( r_{FN} \) is the false negative rate, and \( N_{TP}, N_{TF}, N_{FP}, N_{FN} \) are the numbers of true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives respectively.

The false positive rate can be used to evaluate the possibility that users need to pay fare unreasonably and the false negative rate can be used to evaluate the possibility that railway operators will fail to collect the estimated fare. Of the two indicators, the false negative rate can be adjusted by changing the distance threshold \( \theta_d \), which is used for judging the presumed ride state. Thus, in this simulation, we evaluate the false positive rate by using the cases that can be misjudged as virtually rode.

2) Train Location: For the simulation, we use pseudo location information based on the railway trajectory data and the timetable data instead of the actual GPS location. MLIT in Japan provides GIS data, such as railway trajectories. Using the railway trajectories provided by MLIT and the duration in timetables, we calculate the location of the train at a certain time. Specifically, assuming the train moves with a constant speed, we evenly divide the trajectory curve between stations by the distance moved at a fixed time interval (10 seconds in this evaluation).

3) User Location: We assume that a user travels between the target stations by car and unintentionally causes the misjudgment because the roadway often runs parallel nearby the railway line in urban areas of Japan. Specifically, we use the trajectory curve of the recommended drive route and its duration obtained by Google Maps Application Programming Interface (API). When calculating the location of the user, we assume that the car runs at a constant speed, for the simplicity.

4) Railway Lines: The targets are 50 lines and total 858 sections in the suburbs of Tokyo, Japan, which are operated by 8 railway operators. These 8 operators and example railway lines are shown in Table I. Note that we use one of the lines for the evaluation if an operator runs multiple lines in the same section. In addition, we exclude subway due to the difficulty of obtaining GPS locations but its detail will be discussed in Section VI.

B. Results

First, we compare the false positive rate between the railway-trajectory-based approach and our proposal while varying the threshold of the presumed ride rate and the distance \( (\theta_d) \) in order to evaluate how the rate will be improved when considering the train position.

As shown in Table II, the proposed method provides a highly accurate false positive rate (about 1%) when lowering the presumed ride rate to 0.8 and raising the threshold of the distance to 150m.

On the other hand, in the railway-trajectory-based approach, misjudgments occur in 5% of the sections even if the threshold of the distance is set to 50m. The false positive rate of the railway-trajectory-based approach may increase further in the real world situation since the length of the train is about 150-300m in general and railway operators would like to raise the threshold of the distance based on it in order to improve the false negative rate.

Next, we compare the false positive rate between the timetable-based approach and our proposal in order to evaluate how the rate will be improved when judging the position of
users and trains between stations in a fine-grained manner. Table III shows the results.

In this evaluation, since we assume the distance between the user and the departure/arrival station is zero, the timetable-based approach practically infers based on only the difference of the time duration between the user and the train. In other words, the false positive rate will vary only according to the tolerance for the time difference. For example, when using the low threshold of the time difference, the false positive rate will be improved but many false negative cases occur in the case of train delay. Thus, we vary the threshold of the time difference with 30, 60 and 120 seconds and we show the false positive rate of each case in Table III. Note that the rate in the case of the train delayed by 30, 60 and 120 seconds is shown for the proposed approach.

As shown in Table III, the proposed method can achieve good accuracy as a whole though it falls into a higher false positive rate than the timetable-based approach when using the large threshold of the distance.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we propose a ride detection method based on the GPS locations in the gateless railway service. However, there are many challenges to be overcome in the production system.

A. Radio Wave Dead Zones

Applying our GPS-location-based approach to radio wave dead zones, such as subways and tunnels is a challenge. However, nowadays, mobile devices can receive radio waves even if they are in subways or tunnels and can infer the location according to the cell base stations and WiFi access points. The accuracy is not high (e.g., a few kilometers), but we believe that it is possible to detect the ride section based on not only the GPS locations but also the data from other sensors, such as an accelerometer.

B. Countermeasures for Fare Evasion

Investigating the countermeasures for the fare evasion is also a challenge. As a simple way of the fare evasion, just turning off the power of the smartphone can be considered. Using faked GPS locations is also possible in some way. The former type of cheat can be reduced by introducing a fare control based on the degree of contribution for recording GPS locations. For example, offering some incentives by applying a higher fare if the GPS locations are intermittently lost may reduce the fare evasion. The latter type of cheat can be excluded by checking whether the operating system and/or the application is faked or not using API, such as SafetyNet in Android. However, the fare evasion cannot be detected if always turning off the power from the beginning. Therefore, manual approaches, such as random control by service personnel and the expensive fine will be necessary.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study ride detection based on GPS location as a new approach for implementing gateless railway service. Unlike the transportation mode detection, it is necessary for fare charging to detect the ride correctly even if the GPS trajectory is short. In order to achieve this, we proposed a ride detection method that uses criteria to evaluate how far the user and train were moving between two stations. In our simulation using railway line open data provided by MLIT in Japan, we show that our proposed method reduced false positives by 25%-100% in most cases.

We plan to develop a prototype and evaluate the proposed method with overall criteria including false negative error rate and efficacy of countermeasure for fraud prevention, such as incentive management by fare control.
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Abstract—The digital transformation of business and society has led to the growth of networks in almost every field. Finding communities in real world networks has been considered crucial for modern network science. Moreover, the organization of communities into co-occurring disjoint, nested and overlapping structures adds to the complexity of community detection problem. Therefore, methodological rigor is crucial for community detection so as to foster cumulative tradition in data and knowledge engineering. This paper proposes an algorithm for overlapping community detection based on the concepts of rough set theory. Initially, subsets of links are formed by using neighborhood links around each pair of nodes. Subsequently, we iteratively obtain the constrained linkage upper approximation of these subsets. The notion of mutual link reciprocity is used as a merging criterion during the iterations. The proposed algorithm is experimentally evaluated on eight real-world networks. Comparative analysis with state-of-the-art algorithms demonstrates the effectiveness of proposed algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The technological advancement in contemporary digital world has led to the formation and mapping of systems which consist of many interconnected dynamical units. Such systems are collectively referred to as complex systems because their constituent units are capable of interacting not only with each other but also with the environment [1]. Some examples of complex systems include a social club that requires cooperation among its members to achieve a common goal, the Internet consisting of millions of interconnected routers and the human brain comprising millions of synaptically connected neurons [2]. All the networks arising from complex systems, irrespective of diversity in their origin, nature, size and scope, follow a common set of organizing principles [1]. Since the existence of cohesive subgroups (generally known as communities) is one of the fundamental properties of complex networks, identifying them is essential to explore and understand the dynamics of complex real-world systems.

Communities are considered as thickly connected subgroups of nodes within a complex network such that the link density within subgroups is much higher than the density of links between subgroups [3]. The dense inter-community connectedness exists due to organizational or functional components within a network such as groups of friends in a social network of students, and groups of companies with interlocking directorates in organizational networks [2]. In this research work, we design a community detection algorithm based on the unexplored theoretical synergy of the concepts of link communities in network science and upper approximation in rough set paradigm. As discussed in Section III, this synergy is constituted by expanding each link and its link neighborhood component using the concept of upper approximation rather than expanding each node and its node neighborhood component which has been the focus in prior research [4]-[7].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly present the motivation behind this work. In Section III, the methodology of the proposed algorithm is explained. Section IV presents the experimental setup. In Section V, the experimental results are discussed. Finally, Section VI concludes this work.

II. MOTIVATION

An effective community detection technique can transform business and society through its widespread applications. These applications range from topic detection in collaborative tagging systems, to event detection on social media content [3]. In the past, community detection techniques have been used to devise antiterrorism strategies and understand functional patterns of the human brain that can help in positioning and pricing of products [8]-[9].

Though researchers have been addressing the community detection problem for more than a decade, state-of-the-art algorithms still have several limitations [10]. A majority of the existing algorithms assign each node to only one community; some algorithms are domain specific; some require a priori knowledge about the number of communities; some are not scalable for large networks and some are unsusceptible to variations in size of communities. One of the major challenges encountered currently for community detection is the identification of overlapping communities which manifest the reality of today’s world [11]. For instance, in social networks, individuals may belong to multiple communities due to their friendships, professional associations, family relationships and so on. Moreover, communities may overlap not only partially but also entirely such that one community is contained in another [12]. An effective community detection algorithm must be receptive to distinctive features of community structure in complex networks and be capable of detecting co-occurring disjoint, nested and overlapping communities.
III. LUAMCOM – PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Soft computing techniques for community detection such as evolutionary computing, swarm intelligence, fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms have gained popularity in recent years [13]-[15]. However, rough set theory has not been explored to its fullest potential for mathematical modelling of complex networks thus indicating methodological gaps in the burgeoning community detection literature.

The proposed Link Upper Approximation Method for COMMunity detection is abbreviated as LUAMCOM. Since, links are more idiosyncratic in nature as compared to nodes, pervasive overlaps in community structure are better discovered by clustering of links rather than nodes [16]. The proposed algorithm considers links of a complex network as entities to be clustered wherein each link and its neighborhood links form initial components (granule in rough set terminology) [17]. These initial components are termed as Link Neighborhood Subsets (LNS). Then, the concept of upper approximation is used iteratively to grow these components in a constrained manner until they merge to form stable components. This step consists of iterative formation of First Linkage Upper Approximation (FLUA) and Constrained Linkage Upper Approximation (CLUA) until convergence. The converged or stable components are actually the identified communities within a network. The notion of Mutual Link Reciprocity (MLR) is used as a merging criterion during the iterations. As shown in Figure 1, the iterative process followed by a fine-tuning process, ensures that the detected community structure displays high intra-community density of links, and low inter-community density of links. To the best of our knowledge, LUAMCOM is the first community detection algorithm based on integration of link granulation and upper approximation.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We conducted experiments on network datasets representing complex systems in diverse domains. These networks consist of a network of friendships at a karate club (34 nodes, 78 links) [18], network of bones in human skull (35 nodes, 79 links) [19], network of associations between dolphins (62 nodes, 159 links) [20], network of friendships in a high school (69 nodes, 220 links) [21], network of political books sold online by Amazon.com (105 nodes, 441 links) [22], co-appearance network of football teams (115 nodes, 613 links) [23], an online network of friendships on Facebook (2888 nodes, 2981 links) and a human protein-protein interaction network (3724 nodes, 8748 links) [24].

All the experimental work was conducted in the R programming environment. We used a system with Intel Core i5 processor and 8.00 GB RAM, running R version 3.2.5. The version 0.8.2 beta of Gephi software has been used for visualization.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we compare its performance with state-of-the-art community detection techniques using evaluation criteria namely Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [25], partition density [16] and overlapping modularity [26]. Each of these evaluation measures has its own relevance and importance for measuring the quality of community detection. NMI computes the agreement between detected community structure and true community structure. In this work, we have used a variant of NMI that is designed especially for overlapping communities and results in the same NMI values as the standard measure when there is no overlap. Another measure used in this work is an extended version of modularity that can be used for evaluation of overlapping communities. This measure was proposed to address the limitations of traditional modularity. Finally, we have used a measure called partition to evaluate the quality of link based communities. Since partition density measures the intra-community density of links, it is considered more suitable for assessing the quality of overlapping community detection.

For comparison of the proposed algorithm with state-of-the-art algorithms, we consider the most relevant overlapping community detection algorithms such as Ahn Bagrow Lehmann (ABL) [16], Community Overlap PPropagation Algorithm (COPRA) [27], Clique Percolation Method (CPM) [28] and Greedy Clique Expansion (GCE) [29].
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed algorithm identifies five overlapping communities in the human skull network. These five communities, generally known as complexes in case of biological networks include a complex representing the group of facial bones, groups of cranial bones, cervical bones, left and right ear ossicles bones. The overlapping community structure detected by the proposed algorithm in the human skull network is highly consistent with the results reported in existing literature [19] and shows the functional and developmental dependencies of bones in the human skull.

The proposed algorithm identifies five overlapping communities, one nested and one disjoint community in the high school network. The nested community within grade-9 corresponds to a subgroup of different ethnicity [21]. However, two nodes have been misclassified in the high school network. The proposed algorithm competes favorably with state-of-the-art community detection algorithms. Although the NMI value of GCE is slightly higher than that of the proposed algorithm, it detects only six communities and overlooks the nested community within grade-9 [21]. The overlapping nodes detected by the proposed algorithm are quite similar to existing overlapping community detection algorithms such as COPRA, GCE and ABL.

The experiment on karate club reveals two communities wherein all the nodes have been classified correctly. However, the proposed algorithm detects four nodes as overlapping, thus indicating evidence for dual memberships of some of the members within the karate club. This result is in accordance with the observation that some bridge nodes act as information carriers within the two communities of karate club [18]. The experiment on dolphin network divides the network into two communities consisting of 21 and 41 nodes without any misclassification. However, three overlapping sub-communities were found in the larger community. The composite performance of the proposed algorithm outperforms ABL, CPM and GCE on karate and dolphin networks. However, COPRA obtained higher score on the karate club network because of its higher NMI.

The proposed algorithm identifies three communities with one overlapping node on a network of political books (polbooks). The composite score of the proposed algorithm in the case of the polbooks network is higher than ABL, COPRA, CPM and almost equal to GCE. On the football network, the proposed algorithm identifies 11 communities and outperforms ABL, COPRA and CPM, while being slightly behind GCE in terms of composite score.

We also performed experiments on larger networks such as, a network of friendships extracted from Facebook and human protein interaction network downloaded from an online database [30]. In an undirected version Facebook network, 16 communities identified by the proposed algorithm were found to be structurally similar to those identified by the edge label propagation approach [24]. On the Protein Protein Interaction (PPI) network, the detected community structure was very similar to that of an algorithm based on binary tree theory [31].

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed an algorithm based on granulation and upper approximation of links for overlapping community detection in complex networks. We have investigated the performance of the proposed algorithm on different types of networks. The proposed algorithm performs competitively with state-of-the-art community detection algorithms and effectively detects co-occurring disjoint, nested and overlapping community structures in complex real-world networks. While the proposed algorithm makes an important methodological contribution to the challenging problem of community detection, it is applicable only to undirected and unweighted networks. In the future, we intend to enhance the capability of the proposed methodology to detect communities in directed and weighted networks. We believe that the proposed algorithm will impart rigor while guiding future research in the field of complex network analysis.
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Abstract—Nowadays, both modern computing infrastructures, as well as their scientific workloads exhibit far reaching complexity and diversity. Therefore, it is increasingly hard to comprehend and manage them in an efficient manner. In particular, it can lead to under- or overuse of resources. A prerequisite for efficient resource allocation is the ability to predict their usage. In this paper, we use real world workloads recorded in a modern research infrastructure to conduct load prediction. We use well established statistical model (ARIMA) and achieve good results in predictions. The big data challenge is here given not by the sheer size but rather by the speed of data collection and processing. The quicker the prediction is made, the more time is available for actions. Such predictions can be included in monitoring systems to give human operators better insights into the status of their infrastructures and lead to better load distribution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This short paper marks the beginning of our research towards automatic monitoring and managing of distributed computing resources. Our main motivation stems from the increasing complexity of the distributed research infrastructures we have to manage. They comprise of High-Performance Computing (HPC), High-Throughput Computing (HTC), and Cloud resources. The resources are used by researchers from different disciplines cooperating across the borders to accomplish ambitious scientific goals. The usage patterns emerging from this far-reaching diversity are challenging for the underlying infrastructure. Yet, a mismatch in mapping of users demand on hardware resources may potentially result in high cost, low performance, and users’ disappointment.

One of the prerequisites for an efficient resource allocation is the load prediction. Obviously, in case of increasing load more hardware resources need to be allocated, conversely decreasing load can trigger reallocation of idle resources. High and very high levels of load can also be an indicator that particular tasks were mapped on the wrong class of resources, e.g., Cloud nodes instead of HTC, and an adjusting action should take place. Given the fact that such an adjustment takes some time, it is of crucial meaning to predict the future demand directions to give the resource providers sufficient time for the required changes. Lastly, a sudden change of load can be an indication of a hardware failure or malicious action, potentially requiring human intervention. In this paper, we will examine if it is possible to predict future infrastructure workload based on the historical measurements.

Collecting and analyzing workload data is a challenging task. The single measurements are not large in size, but they are only meaningful if analyzed quickly. An application of decentralized approach for data evaluation would have clearly some interesting properties but our goal is to use existing monitoring infrastructure and extend it with a prediction capability. In this approach, data are collected locally and then transferred to the central unit for visualization, analysis, and storage.

Load analysis and prediction pave the way for an algorithm driven infrastructure, in which no operator intervention is required, but rather the infrastructure itself makes optimal usage of the available resources. Given the aforementioned complexity of the current research infrastructures, such an automatic, algorithm-driven support is not a fancy vision but rather an urgently required solution. It becomes increasingly hard for human operators to grasp the tendencies and problems in the managed infrastructures, and to make and implement reallocation decisions.

In this paper, we mainly focus on using the model for predicting future values of load in the test infrastructure. But a good model itself provides an insight in the underlying process which generated the experimental data. In our case, the model can potentially help us in understanding how the resources are used. This knowledge, in turn, can influence the choice of resources deployed and overall improve the quality of the service offered to the users.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we shortly summarize some of the previous work on broadly defined predictions. Section III comprises our initial results. We provide information on our setup, analyze stationarity of the process we are going to predict on, and describe both the model used and its predictive performance. We conclude the paper with an outlook on future work in Section IV.

II. RELATED WORK

There is some research done in the broad field of predictions that might be relevant and inspirational for our work. Amjad analyzed electric load to issue short term prediction of future load demand [1]. This is crucial for the economic and secure operation of power systems. There are some differences between electric load and hardware utilization, especially as the first one exhibits a strong seasonal component. Nevertheless, the existing body of work in this field provides meaningful insights into possibility and methodology of predictions, as well as their economic relevance.

Statistical Process Monitoring (SPM) using either statistics or machine learning methods can help in modeling and diagnosing of industrial process operations and production results [2]. The overarching goal here is to conduct preventive service before faults occur. The setting is similar to ours but the systems analyzed differ in many ways. The work, however, underpins the needs of algorithm help in managing complex infrastructures and again give valuable hints on methodology.
Roberts et al. [3] used profiles of power consumption to detect malware infections on the host machines. The deviation of recorded power consumption during predefined task were detected with kernel-based Support Vector Machines (SVM). The authors recorded four voltage and four corresponding current channels and achieved perfect detection of malware infections. Their problem statement differs substantially from ours, yet clearly shows the potential of analyzing CPU loads generated by applications.

Tao Li et al. [4] conducted a relevant study in a field similar to ours. They proposed an algorithm combining linear regression and the improved Knuth-Morris-Pratt match to predict the next moment load in the examined Cloud environment. Furthermore, they conducted initial studies on automatic Cloud resource reallocation based on this prediction. This work serves as a good comparison for our results as we use a slightly different setting and different predicting algorithm. Particularly, the authors used Cloud simulator for data generation whereas we use traces from real infrastructure. There exists also a more generic Patent by Wolters [5] on predictive monitoring of IT structures. It provides less technical details, but proves the commercial relevance of the work. There also exists a body of work which uses prediction for efficient scheduling of the computation jobs [6] [7]. The techniques used range from neuronal networks to statistical models with no clear favorite.

Our cross-disciplinary survey was intended to give us an overview on methodology used in different kinds of predictions. We have seen that techniques ranging from simple statistical models up to multi-layer neural networks are used. An open question is what method to use when predicting future values of a given feature. Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), tend to perform well in some situations and fail in others. The question “Neural networks: Forecasting breakthrough or passing fad?” posed first by Chatfield [8] remains open. Thus, in this first attempt on the problem, we decided to stick to classical, and well-understood methods and explore the potential of the idea. In the future, work we might turn towards more sophisticated methods. However, there is some evidence that simple modeling methods tend to perform better than their more sophisticated counterparts [9]. We were also partly motivated by the need to better understand the potential of the process that generates the experimental data. Such an understanding is better achieved with simple models.

III. Evaluation

In our evaluation, we follow the well-established Box-Jenkins methodology [10]. In this approach, the analysis comprises of three phases: model identification, parameter estimation, and model checking.

A. Data and tools

For our experiments, we used data collected within our production infrastructure. It consists of a number of hosts offering different kinds of services for academic users. The services range from single-sign-on systems, through simple storage offerings, up to Grid-based computing end points. We use nagios [11] to perform periodic checks of the hosts and services running. The tests comprise of host reachability, disk usage, and relative CPU load, among others. Measurements were done over two days with 5 minutes frequency. For this initial evaluation, only load values were used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. STATIONARITY TESTS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis was done with Jupyter Notebooks [12] and we used popular Python libraries like pandas [13], statsmodels [14], and matplotlib [15]. In this project, we follow the best practices for structuring data science projects [16].

B. Model creation

To model and predict load changes, we use a very popular Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model. In the identification phase, we check the applicability of the model. The first question that needs to be answered when analyzing time series, is the stationarity of the process. We used two metrics for that. Firstly, the series was split in a 60-40 ratio into parts which we later used for training and testing of the model. Then, both mean and variance for the two intervals were calculated. Only slight differences in values obtained for both intervals (see Table I), suggest the stationarity of the series. A more sophisticated way of establishing if a series is stationary is the Augmented Dickey–Fuller test [17]. The value calculated in the test was $-3.611$ lying beyond the 1% significance threshold ($-3.441$ in our case). Given the results of both tests, we can assume the series is close to stationary and proceed in model creation that should be able to predict future values. The small changes in the variance will be accounted for by differencing in the ARIMA process.

The ARIMA model is characterized by three parameters. The number of lags for autoregression is denoted as $p$. Parameter $d$ defines the number of times the observations are differenced. Finally, the $q$ parameter describes the size of the moving average window of the model. Since $p$ basically defines the relationship between subsequent observations, a good hint for estimating its value is to use autocorrelation plot. On Figure 1, we can see that there is strong autocorrelation within the series, the first time the curve crosses $0$ for lag $3$, thus we take $p = 3$ in our model. Because the process seems to be close to stationary, we used a small value for $d = 2$. Finally, the remaining $q$ was taken as $1$, meaning that we perform, more or less exponential smoothing of the values, what makes sense for CPU loads. Furthermore, it is common to set at least one parameter value to one, as otherwise a risk of overfitting is high.

After fitting the model to data, we estimated its quality. The plot of model residuals distribution (Figure 2) shows that mean value of residuals is close to zero $(0.381 \times 10^{-5})$ and the distribution is normal, confirming the good model fit.

C. Prediction

After successfully modeling the CPU load changes with ARIMA model, we tested how good it can predict the future values of load. This metric is crucial for the envisioned automatic steering of resource allocation. If the model is unable to predict correct values it would not be possible to account for them.

The predictions were made in a rolling manner. Firstly, we split the available data in two parts: train and test. The
training set comprised of 350 measurements and was used to fit ARIMA model, with previously selected parameters $p = 3$, $d = 2$, and $q = 1$. Subsequently, a series of 40 predictions (corresponding to about 3.5 hour interval) were made. After each step, the predicted value was compared to the actual value from the test set. Finally, the model was retrained with the train set extended by the actual value. Figure 3 shows the quality of the predictions made by our model. The dashed line shows values from the test set, solid line represents predictions. One can see that the model is a little bit conservative and sluggish but overall predicts the values pretty well. The mean squared error of all predictions was $0.698 \times 10^{-3}$. Prediction error can be calculated as a difference between the actual and predicted value. The distribution of such an error is depicted on Figure 4. Most of the errors reside in the area close to 0.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we modeled the utilization of an IT infrastructure and used this model to predict future changes in workload. The proposed model seems to be able to predict changes with acceptable accuracy. The results obtained in this initial study corroborate our assumptions and motivate us to further work on this subject.

Currently, we only used load values measured over time, but it will be interesting to see if other values available like disk or memory usage could help to improve the predictions. The data are available, but the current model cannot really deal with multidimensional data well. The straight-forward solution would be to use few ARIMA models to run in parallel and predict changes in each time series separately. Subsequently, the results would be combined to give a prediction of the holistic state of the resource.

Since our motivation is of a practical manner, we would like to integrate the model predictions into our infrastructure, monitoring solution. This will be the first step in assisting the human operators in grasping the tendencies in the managed infrastructure but also a field test for the proposed model.
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**Abstract**—Blogs play a vital role in retrieving real time information, a place for users to gain insights into events and also find communities with similar interests. However, being able to identify blogs that contain honest, unbiased opinion of individuals as opposed to biased or agenda-driven coverage, is quite a challenge. Secondly, blogs are notorious for being dynamic in structure, where their owner is entitled to give them a makeover whenever they want. This changing structure of blogs can be computationally expensive for researchers and Web crawlers. In this paper, we propose a methodology to help identify relevant blogs for specific events. We provide data statistics of a few real-world events where our methodology successfully identified relevant blogs and helped us study the information discourse. We then discuss the strengths and weaknesses of this methodology and highlight the best approach to crawling blogs.
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**I. INTRODUCTION**

Social media is a gold mine of valuable resources that coordinate various real-life events to a wide audience. It allows people to voice their opinions, engage in discussions and share information. However, the Internet is built to follow the power law distribution where these sources usually get buried in the Long Tail. This makes social media a valuable source for event analysis studies and to identify quality sources from the pool of information is of utmost importance. A blog site or a blog is a collection of entries, called blog posts, by individuals displayed in reverse chronological order. These posts are a combination of text, images, and Uniform Resource Locators (URL), which direct to other blogs and/or to other Web pages. Blogging has become a popular means for mass Web users to express, communicate, share, collaborate, debate, and reflect [1].

Generally, a blog has different posts written by either a single author or multiple authors on topics of interest or on events happening around the world. While blogs allow free medium to write on any events or issues, some authors use this for spreading mis/disinformation. Some of the studies on blogs look at various events such as European Union (EU) migrant crisis to analyze shift in narratives regarding migrants [2], Venezuelan Socio-Economic Crisis to gain situational awareness of the protests [3], role of blogs in disinformation campaign coordination [4], and events related to fake news in Baltic States spreading misinformation [5].

In this paper, we propose a methodology to identify relevant blogs for specific events. We use different input streams, which will obtain URLs for blog identification such as streaming Twitter based on geo-location, using Cyber Forensic analysis to detect blogs based on Google Analytics tracking codes, etc. Google Analytics tracking code monitors the activity of a website and provides insights about visitors of the website. The Analytics tracking code may be added directly to the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) code of each page on a website, or indirectly using a tag management system such as Google Tag Manager.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the related work. Section III depicts the methodology used to identify blogs from various sources. Section IV discusses the analysis and findings obtained from the methodology. We discuss the challenges to this research in Section V and conclude with intended future work in Section VI.

**II. LITERATURE REVIEW**

The blogosphere has generated a vast amount of content over the years making it difficult to keep track of all the resources. Identifying rich and legitimate sources of information is a challenge every researcher is trying to overcome with new methods and models. Mahata et al. [6] applied an evolutionary mutual reinforcement model to identify and rank highly ‘specific’ social media sources and ‘close’ entities related to an event. Agarwal et al [7] studied sentiments and opinions of people towards public and political events from blogs. Twitter [8][9] and YouTube [10] have been extensively used to analyze information dissemination during natural disasters and crisis. Event related contents have been found leveraging the tagging and location information associated with the photos shared on Flickr [11]. Becker et al. [12] studied how to identify events and high quality sources related to them from Twitter. In order to identify the genuine sources of information, credibility and trustworthiness of event related information were studied from Twitter [13]. New methods were investigated for filtering and assessing the variety of sources obtained from social media for journalists [14]. All these works try to explore the quality of information, in terms of relevancy, usefulness, timeliness of the content and usage patterns of authoritative users producing the content. However, only a few works involved the blogosphere. Our work will help researchers find a new direction in identifying blogs from credible sources and validate them.
III. METHODOLOGY

Our methodology highlights two major categories of blog data collection. First, we identify blogs and then conduct a relevance assessment to obtain the most relevant blogs. The first phase of this methodology may generate noise and also contain content from mainstream media. The main motive is to obtain rich, unbiased opinions of users to study the information discourse during crucial real-world events. The high-level design of the methodology is illustrated in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Blog identification and collection methodology.](image)

Data is injected from multiple streams into the engine. The proposed methodology is scalable, meaning more such data streams can be added as they become available. The ‘Events’ data stream focuses mainly on local events of the country or region of interest, such as Ukraine while studying their Parliamentary Affairs, Europe while analyzing the migrant crisis, etc. The ‘Keywords’ data stream comprises of information provided to us by domain experts such as names of Parliament members, local political groups etc. The ‘Twitter Geofence’ data stream extracts tweets based on geolocation. Another laborious approach exists where data is collected from Facebook, where we analyze content dissemination based on keywords or trending topics for events of interest. Each data stream has a different shared notation (JSON) files.

Data streams can be added as they become available. The proposed methodology is scalable, meaning more such data streams can be added as they become available. The ‘Events’ data stream focuses mainly on local events of the country or region of interest, such as Ukraine while studying their Parliamentary Affairs, Europe while analyzing the migrant crisis, etc. The ‘Keywords’ data stream comprises of information provided to us by domain experts such as names of Parliament members, local political groups etc. The ‘Twitter Geofence’ data stream extracts tweets based on geolocation. Another laborious approach exists where data is collected from Facebook, where we analyze content dissemination based on keywords or trending topics for events of interest. Each data stream has a different shared notation (JSON) files.

There are four steps involved in this process of blog identification.

1. **Blog Identification**
   - The most important step to our methodology is to identify blogs.
   - **Event Analysis:**
     - In this process, we refer to our case study of Ukraine’s Parliament Affairs where we study public discourse on social media platforms, mainly blogs. There are four different steps in this blog identification process.
     - a) We begin by searching for the presence of Ukrainian bloggers and blogs on the Web and different social media platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, etc., using keywords such as ‘Ukraine bloggers’ ‘Poroshenko’, ‘war Donbass’, ‘Verkhovna Rada’, ‘Ukraine blog’, ‘Petro Poroshenko Bloc’, ‘People’s Front’, etc.
     - b) We then create an event dictionary using popular news website like ‘Kyivpost.com’ and ‘Unian.info’ as Ukrainian event sources. We also keep a record of keywords used by these sources for our next step.
     - c) We use keywords from the event dictionary to search for blog sites on social media platforms, google search engine, and these 2 websites ‘searchblogspot.com’ and ’search.wordpress.com’.
     - d) Finally, we find other relevant blogs from blogrolls of already identified blogs.
   - It is also important to note that converting the keywords to Ukrainian language, while searching for blogs, enabled us to discover more blogs that are specific to Ukraine. The keywords chosen are subjective but we seek guidance from domain experts for better results.
   - 2) **Twitter Daily Dumps:**
     - There are four steps involved in this process of blog identification.
     - a) We set up a geofence based on coordinates of a particular country or region of interest and stream Twitter for daily tweets. The results are stored as JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) files.
     - b) We extract all the URLs from our Twitter daily dump and also expand all the shortened URLs.
     - c) We filter all the unique hyperlinks based on keywords such as ‘blog’, ‘blogspot’, ‘wordpress’ etc. and extract the domains (of blogs).
     - d) Finally, we perform relevance checks on the filtered blogs and add them to the crawling pipeline.
   - 3) **Cyber Forensics:**
     - There are four steps to this blog identification process.
     - a) Once we identify blogs from the Twitter daily dumps, we run these blogs through a cyber-forensic analysis tool, Maltego [1], to extract more blogs.
     - b) These blogs are identified based on common Google Analytics tracker codes.
     - c) External hyperlinks (out-links) are also extracted from these blogs and then, we proceed to conduct the relevance assessment.
     - d) Finally, relevant blogs are then added to the crawling pipeline and then stored in the database for further analysis.
   - This analysis can be snowballed until we have no more blogs left to identify, as shown in Figure 1.
B. Relevance Assessment

Identifying relevant blogs is a manual process where blogs are distributed among members of the team. This process is subjective; team members know exactly which keywords to choose in order to detect data streams delivering the most promising results. The criteria include keywords that are relevant to the events. For example, while studying the blog discourse of Ukraine, we focused on keywords such as ‘Ukraine’, names of parliament members, discussion of bills being passed or introduced into the legislation, etc. We were able to detect more relevant blogs from the Event Analysis and Cyber Forensics data streams. We try to eliminate content posted on mainstream media such as news sites, etc. to minimize bias. We analyze the blog’s content and the links shared in it. Also, we rate a blog’s severity as low, medium or high based on their content.

This methodology is open, scalable and expandable based on the number of data streams available. In order to improve the scalability of the effort, information retrieval-based relevance checks are conducted with keywords provided by domain experts. In the next section, we provide statistics of blog identification obtained for various events.

IV. ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

A. Data Statistics

Using the methodology proposed in Section III, we have crawled 108 blog sites, at the time of writing this paper and more blogs are queued for crawling. Blogs that have been crawled are from the following datasets – The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Trident Juncture Exercise 2018, migrant crisis in the EU, and Venezuelan Socio-Economic Crisis. Below we provide detailed statistics for each source:

1) NATO Trident Juncture Exercise 2018:
NATO’s Trident Juncture exercise 2018 that happened during the period Oct. 2018 and Nov. 2018, in Norway has caused an increase in the anti NATO narratives on blogs. This sentiment was also observed during various exercises conducted by NATO (such as, Trident Juncture 2015, Brilliant Jump 2016, and Anakonda 2016). Using the methodology presented in Figure 1, we identified 46 blogs that had anti-NATO propaganda discourse. Figure 2 and Figure 3 demonstrates the statistics about this dataset.

2) EU Migrant Crisis:
Due to the conflict in Eastern Europe and Middle East during late 2015 and 2016, many people were migrating from war torn regions to stable regions in Europe. This dataset was collected in early 2016 during the peak time of migrant crisis in Europe. Figure 4 and Figure 5 provide the details of the dataset.
3) Venezuelan Socio-Economic Crisis:

To analyze the socio-economic crisis in Venezuela from blogosphere, we collected data mainly for the period of mid-2016 and early 2017. During this period, many protests occurred covering the crisis event. Figure 6 and Figure 7 provide details about this dataset.

V. DISCUSSION

This paper presents a methodology, which will help researchers identify blogs. The semi-automated tasks will enable a user to obtain a much richer and prominent set of blogs, which otherwise will be extremely difficult given the dynamic nature of blog structure. However, blog identification and collection is a laborious task and has numerous challenges throughout the stages.

A. Challenges of identifying relevant blogs

The major portion of the relevance assessment is performed manually, which, in itself, is a challenge. But there exists a series of hurdles underlying the process of blog assessment.

1) Noise: Keyword-based blog searches often yields unexpected results. Blogs are not genre specific and may contain posts about world affairs, travelling, food, etc.

2) Limited Availability: A few blogs that were discovered have fewer blog posts (less than 10), while others no longer publish blog posts and a few others moved to different websites. Additionally, the content of these blog posts may or may not discuss the subject matter of interest.

3) Separating Blogs and News: During the initial stages of this methodology, differentiating blogs from mainstream websites became difficult because of the way these websites are structured.

4) Mainstream Dominance: Majority of Web links identified through search engines and social media sites were mainstream websites.

B. Challenges of blog data collection

A few challenges encountered during blog collection include the following:

1) Application Programming Interface (API) restriction: Various tools such as: BlogPulse [15], Blogdex [16], and Technorati [17], etc., were previously available to analyze blog data, but these efforts have been discontinued. As a result, there is no API available to extract blog data.

2) Dynamic blog structure: Dealing with blogs is similar to working with a moving target. Blog site owners are entitled to make changes to their blog structure any time. This confuses a trained Web crawler as it was formerly instructed to follow one structure, which has now been altered. As a result, the entire effort of blog crawling needs to be repeated for the new structure of blog site. Additionally, each blog requires its own parser to crawl the data.

3) Noise: Irrespective of how well a crawler is trained, noise is always crawled. Social media plugins (such as Facebook share plugins, Twitter share plugins, etc.) and advertisements from the blog site could be crawled as JavaScript.

4) No standardization: While we collect blog data, we parse important attributes for analysis. Once such attribute is date. While extracting the date field from blog posts, we noticed that it differs in format from blog site to blog site. In other words, a single standard is not followed in these blogs.

5) No automation: The process of blog crawling is not fully automated. Even the most intelligent/careful parsing may capture some noise. Manual intervention is required to identify and eliminate noise.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a methodology to help identify relevant blogs for specific events. We provided data statistics of a few real-world events where our methodology successfully identified relevant blogs and helped us study the information discourse. We then discussed the strengths and weaknesses of this methodology and highlighted the best approach to crawling blogs.
Conducting relevance assessment was a challenging task during this research since it was performed manually. This is the most important task in our methodology because it helps us detect credible and important data sources. Automating this process will not only save a lot of time, but it will make blog crawling more scalable. We have tested a few blog sites that are hosted on WordPress and results are acceptable. We would like to extend this task to other blogs as a future work.
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Abstract—In the era of learning healthcare systems and big data, observational studies play a vital role to discover hidden (causal) associations in the dataset. To control bias, a matching step is usually employed to match case subjects to control candidates in observational studies randomly. The matching ratio refers to the number of control candidates matched with one case subject, and the successful matching rate is the percentage a matching is found given a matching ratio. A good matching algorithm should be not only efficient but also have high successful matching rate and high quality of randomness which means that a control candidate has a roughly equal chance of being matched with any of the matchable study cases. In this paper, we propose a matching algorithm, which is efficient with above mentioned good properties, RandFlow, a high-quality matching algorithm, is proposed and compared with commonly used ones – Simple_Match, Matchit, and Optmatch. The benchmark testing shows the effectiveness of the new algorithm. In our experimental studies, we noticed that the variation of the estimated Relative Risk (RR) value is minimized at the maximum matching ratio. Thus, we propose a two-phase matching method to obtain more reliable study results. The first phase is to identify the maximum matching ratio, and followed by matching multiple times and then take an average.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Observational studies are often used for investigating causal relationships. Given two events, \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), researchers can analyze whether the occurrence probability of the event \( \beta \) is affected by the event \( \alpha \) happening previously. In the medical field, an event can be a diagnosis, prescription or treatment. To control bias, several approaches have been applied, and one of them is matching [1]. Hence, the observational study process starts from identifying the study group \( G_\alpha \) (those individuals with \( \alpha \)), matching to the control candidates \( G_{\overline{\alpha}} \) (those individuals without \( \alpha \)), and then performing statistical analysis to draw a conclusion. For example, Relative Risk (RR) is used to estimate the relative risk of having \( \beta \) with and without the occurrence of \( \alpha \) before. For example, in Table I, there are \( a+b \) individuals with the event \( \alpha \), and \( a \) of them also with the event \( \beta \). The conditional probability, \( R_1 \), which denotes the probability of having \( \beta \) under the condition of with the event \( \alpha \) is therefore \( a/(a+b) \). Also, there are \( c+d \) individuals without the event \( \alpha \), and \( c \) of them with the event \( \beta \). The conditional probability, \( R_2 \), which denotes the probability of having \( \beta \) under the condition of without \( \alpha \) is therefore \( c/(c+d) \). The RR value is defined as \( RR = R_1/R_2 \). RR values greater than, less than, or equal to 1 indicate positive, negative or no relationships, respectively. Other statistics, such as Odds Ratio (OR), may be used instead of RR depending on the study design.

Matching is a critical step in the analysis of the observational study. Generally, a matching algorithm randomly permutes the order of the input of study case \( s \), and control candidate \( c \), and then checks whether the input \( s-c \) pair can be matched, and finally matches \( s \) with \( K \)-fold eligible controls one by one. The constant \( K \) is called the matching ratio. Some matching methods assign a propensity score to each pair [2] and return a matching with the best total score. However, if the distribution of cases is skewed, the study case may not be able to match with the required amount of controls successfully and would be dropped to avoid incurring further bias. Therefore, the output matching needs to satisfy some quality criteria, such as randomness and successful matching rate. In a good quality matching algorithm, a control candidate has a roughly equal chance of being matched with any of the matchable study cases. Keeping as many successful matchings as possible is also desired.

There are some commonly used matching methods, like Simple_Match [3], MatchIt [4][5], and Optmatch [6]. The former is based on a simple randomized greedy approach.
using SAS and the randomized algorithm has no proof of being able to deliver a matching in reasonable time in [3], and the latter two are variations of the well-known max flow algorithm [7] though with a performance guarantee, but does not consider any randomness. If the matching is only performed once with a small matching ratio, the result may not be stable in the sense that it is possible that different matchings may yield fluctuating statistics, such as RR or OR. To obtain a reliable result, it is better to match multiple times and take an average of all the outcomes. However, it is not practical to do repeated matching due to its heavy time consumption. Moreover, determining the matching ratio is also a cloudy issue in practice. In the past few decades, the case-control study has been suggested to match with four or five times of controls [8]. It was reported that “beyond a ratio of about 4/1, little power improvement results from increasing the number of controls” [9]. However, a matching ratio of 10 or even 15 is also seen in some studies [10][11]. In Hennessy’s study [12], they indicated a higher matching ratio might be needed while the disease prevalence is low and hence, the implied matching ratio should be data dependent [13]. Up to date, few studies are investigating the issue of finding a good matching ratio.

Previous researches have focused on the impact of the matching ratio [13], and whether to use a matching or not [14]. But how to determine the matching ratio is less discussed. To resolve the above problems, we proposed a high-quality matching algorithm called RandFlow, which adopts the idea from maximum flow in graph theory. In RandFlow, we added some vital functions to raise the randomness and matching efficiency. Furthermore, we leveraged the high efficiency of RandFlow to determine the optimal matching ratio. By using RandFlow, the maximum matching ratio of each data set is calculated, and the range of the suitable matching ratio is also determined. The researcher can choose a preferred matching ratio according to the suggested range.

The remainders of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe our matching algorithm, the data source used in this study and the factors compared between different matching methods. In Section III, we show the experiment results of RandFlow and the comparison between RandFlow and the original methods. In Section IV, we discuss the comparison results and summarized our conclusions.

II. METHODS

The approach of our method is to formulate our problem in the well-known framework of flows in networks [7]. Hence, our methods come with performance and correctness guarantees. In this study, we used Taiwan’s National Health Insurance Research Database (NHIRD) [15] as a data source and examined the validity of RandFlow by three causal relations reported in the published papers. We then compared RandFlow with the above matching methods with regard to successful matching rates, RR values and quality of randomness.

A. RandFlow Algorithm

We transform the matching problem in Figure 1(a) to the well-known max flow problem [7] in Figure 1(b). In a max flow problem, we assign maximum integer weights, not exceeding the pre-assigned capacity, to the edges so that for each vertex other than the source and sink, the sum of weights on its incoming edges equals the sum of weights on its outgoing edges. A study case $S_j$ is matched with those control candidates $C_j$ so that the weight of the edge from $S_j$ to $C_j$ is 1. The outcome is called a max flow. We further require that each study case has the same sum of incoming edge weights, which is called the maximum matching ratio, denoted by $r$. Thus, each study is matched with exactly $r$ candidates, and each candidate is matched at most once. Since a max flow is found, $r$ is as large as possible. Note that the value of $r$ is data dependent. Each data set has its own maximum matching ratio. Naturally, it is unreasonable to ask for a matching whose ratio is more than $r$. In addition to whether a matching of a specified size can be found efficiently or not, we also concern whether the resulting matching is random or not, i.e., whether each candidate has an equal chance of being selected by any case subject. Without considering constraints incurred from competitions between case subjects, we use the well-known entropy [16] $E$ of the ideal distribution among all possible candidates that can be matched to a case subject. Then we measure the entropy $E'$ of the actual distribution of candidates being found by applying the matching repeatedly says 1000 times. We define the relative entropy to be $\frac{E}{E'}$ to quantify the quality of randomness in the matching obtained.

There are known algorithms to find such a max flow in $O(|E|/|F|)$ time, where $E$ is the set of edges and $F$, called flow, is set of edges with weight 1 between the study cases and candidates. The value of $|F|$ is the number of edges inside. The algorithm finds a maximum flow by finding successively what is called an augmenting flow $F'$ so that each time $F'$ increases the current flow value by 1 after canceling edges from $S_j$ to $C_j$ and from $C_j$ to $S_j$ at the same time. We extend the original algorithm by finding a random augmenting flow, instead of a fixed one using a Randomized version of Depth First Search (RDFS). We also use a merging technique so that given two candidates $C_i$ and $C_j$ are merged if they have incoming edges from the same set of study cases. We also randomly shuffle the ordering of study cases from the input to obtain better randomness quality. Our revised algorithm runs faster and uses less memory than the original one in practice. The technical details can refer to our technique report [17].

B. Data source

The NHIRD is a nationwide database extracted from the claim data of the National Health Insurance (NHI) program in Taiwan for research purposes. In recent years, NHIRD has been widely used to identify potential causal relationships. This study also used NHIRD as the data source and which was reviewed by the Institutional Review Board of Academia Sinica, Taiwan (approval number: AS-IRB-BM-16043). As a benchmark, we selected three distinct causal relations from two published papers. One paper investigated the bidirectional relationship between Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) and depression [18]. The study showed a positive relationship that patients with OSA have increased the risk of occurring depression, and vice versa. The other paper examined whether previous Statin use in patients with stroke affects the subsequent risk of dementia [19]. The study found a negative relationship in such a way that Statin use in patients with stroke decreases the risk of dementia. In this study, we define an event pair as the former event affects the occurrence of the following event. Hence, the relationship between depression and subsequent OSA is denoted as Event Pair I, and the reverse is Event Pair II. The relationship between
Statin use in patients with stroke and following dementia is Event Pair III.

C. Comparisons between matching methods

In the original studies, event pair I and II were performed by exact match. Among these two event pairs, each study case was matched with five controls. Regarding event pair III, each study case was matched with one control by propensity score match [20] instead. In our study, all experiments were done by exact match. We used the ratio of control candidates to study cases to conjecture the maximum matching ratio.

We then compared the matching methods with regard to successful matching rates, RR values and quality of randomness. Successful matching rate is defined as the percentage of matched study cases that are not dropped. We assessed the average execution time, the corresponding successful matching rates and RR values with matching ratios from 1 to 30 (to 90 in the case of Event Pair II). To further understand the variation of RR values, we also examined the standard deviation of RR, R1, and R2, R1 and R2 represents the risk of having in the study group (Gα) and control group (G≠α), respectively. The ratio of R1/R2 is RR. For the quality of randomness, we calculated the relative entropy of the matched control candidates with three different matching ratios: 70%, 100% and 110% of the maximum matching ratio. RR value and relative entropy were run 100 times and took the average. Because the programs implemented in C are more efficient and memory saving, we only compare C implementations in terms of successful matching rates, RR value and quality of randomness. All the experiments were performed on a Ubuntu 14.04 system with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 CPU 3.40 GHz, and 16 Gbytes RAM.

III. Results

A. General result of the randomly sampled data

Figure 2 shows the result of the randomly generated data. The x-axis denotes the real RR value, and the y-axis denotes the estimated RR value which is calculated by RandFlow. Each point in the figure represents one data set. The results show RandFlow can get an estimated RR value very close to the real RR value. The statistic results are summarized in Table II. The first and second column denotes the real RR value and the estimated RR value. The third to fifth column denotes the absolute error RandFlow Algorithm is less than 0.06 and the variance and standard deviation is only 0.10 and 0.33, respectively.

B. General information of the selected event pairs

Table III shows the general information of the selected event pairs from the original papers and our results, including the number of controls/control candidates, the ratio of control candidates to study cases, and maximum matching ratio.

---

**Table II. The statistic results of real RR value and the estimated RR value of RandFlow.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Real RR</th>
<th>Estimated RR</th>
<th>Δ</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>STD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.50 (1/2)</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.66 (2/3)</td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80 (4/5)</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 (1/1)</td>
<td>1.016</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25 (5/4)</td>
<td>1.259</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.50 (3/2)</td>
<td>1.542</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.00 (2/1)</td>
<td>2.049</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.325</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table III. General information of the selected event pairs.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Pair I</th>
<th>Event Pair II</th>
<th>Event Pair III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. study cases</td>
<td>27,073</td>
<td>6,427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. control cases</td>
<td>135,365</td>
<td>32,135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matching ratio</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| No. control candidates | 562,707 | 619,904 | 9,102 |
| Control candidates/Study cases | ≈21 | ≈97 | ≈2 |
| Maximum matching ratio | 11 | 51 | 0 |
| Total edge | 149,676,628 | 38,629,676 | 404,835 |

---

Figure 1. An example of transforming the matching problem into a flow problem.

Figure 2. The distribution of real RR value and the estimated RR value of RandFlow.
Among these event pairs, the greatest number of study cases was found in Event Pair I. With such a great amount of study cases, there were a total of more than 149 million edges generated while matching by RandFlow. We speculated the maximum matching ratio would be different among the event pairs as it turned out to be the ratio of 11, 51 and zero for Event Pair I, II and III, respectively. Additionally, these event pairs covered both positive and negative relationships. As a result, we believed that they could be representatives for testing matching quality.

C. RR values and Successful matching rates

Flow-based matching methods keep on matching until they use up all the matchable control candidates. They are expected to have the same traits in terms of RR value variation and successful matching rate. Hence, we only show the comparisons between Simple_Match and RandFlow in this section.

Overall, the average RR values of Simple_Match are higher than the values of RandFlow. In both methods, the average RR values are fairly stable while the matching ratio is small and gradually decrease when the matching ratio exceeds a certain value. In RandFlow, the decline occurs at the maximum matching ratio. By contrast, the decline of Simple_Match happens earlier than that (Figure 3(a) and 3(b)). In the case of a negative relationship in Event Pair III, the average RR values increase instead of decrease (Figure 3(c)).

Generally speaking, the variation of RR values of Simple_Match are more unstable than that of RandFlow. In both methods, the variation of RR values steadily decrease and then turn up at a certain matching ratio. The least variation of RR values of RandFlow occurs right at the maximum matching ratio. That of Simple_Match happens before the maximum matching ratio (Figure 3(d)-(3)(i)).

Since RR is calculated as $R_1$ divided by $R_2$, we examined the variation of $R_1$ and $R_2$ in RandFlow to further survey where the RR variation comes from. When the matching ratio is less than the maximum matching ratio, no study cases are dropped; thus, the standard deviation of $R_1$ remains zero. On the other hand, the standard deviation of $R_2$ decreases with matching ratio until it reaches the maximum. When the size of the control group increases to a certain number, the standard deviation of $R_2$ becomes relatively small and steady. Beyond the maximum, the standard deviation of $R_1$ surges because study cases are dropped rapidly (Figure 3(g)-3(i)).

Figure 4 shows the comparison of successful matching rates between Simple_Match and RandFlow. Because Simple_Match is based on a simple greedy algorithm, the matching results from it may vary. We used both the minimal (Simple_min) and the maximal (Simple_max) results from the 100 trials for comparison. Whether the minimal or the maximal result from Simple_Match, the successful matching rates drop before the maximum matching ratio, whereas that of RandFlow remains 100%. At any fixed matching ratio, RandFlow has the highest successful matching rates. Although Simple_Match runs faster than RandFlow, when the execution time is fixed, it cannot achieve the successful matching rate of RandFlow.

D. Quality of randomness

Optmatch and Matchit are both flow-based matching methods without randomly shuffling the input graph. In other words, their matched results remain unchangeable and no randomness at all. By contrast, we implemented RandFlow with inputting random graph and RDFS to enhance the quality of randomness. In this section, we show the comparison of the quality of randomness between RandFlow and Simple_Match.

Figure 5 shows that RandFlow has a better quality of randomness than Simple_Match. Relative entropies of Event Pair I and II were tested at 70%, 100% and 110% of the maximum matching ratio in 100 trials. The relative entropy of RandFlow was estimated to be around 1 and generally higher than that of Simple_Match. Additionally, RandFlow has consistently stable entropy at any matching ratio and study case. Even if the ratio was set at 110% of the maximum matching ratio, the relative entropy of RandFlow slightly decrease. For those study cases having small sets of control candidates, that of RandFlow remains high. By contrast, the relative entropy of Simple_Match fluctuates widely as the matching ratio increases. For those study cases having less matchable control candidates, that of Simple_Match plunges.

IV. Discussion

In this study, we adopted maximum flow theory to develop a highly efficient and good-quality matching method, RandFlow, for matching subjects with multiple controls. This method can accomplish difficult matching tasks, like matching 20 thousand study cases to 30 times controls within a few seconds. Comparing with the most popular matching method, RandFlow has a good quality of randomness and finds a matching rather than drops study cases as long as such a matching exists. Matching is used to make the study cases and controls to have similar distributions across confounding variables. During the matching process, the controls are expected to be randomly selected from the control candidates. Anything that may affect the sampling design like dropping cases should be avoided. Our study used relative entropy to quantify randomness and then verified that RandFlow has a good quality of randomness. The randomness of RandFlow does not vary with the chosen matching ratios as it is no more than the maximum ratio. With regards to successful matching rate, RandFlow outperforms simple greedy algorithms due to the nature of algorithms. Overall, RandFlow surpasses those commonly used matching methods.

Matching ratio is data dependent and should be differentially set at the maximum matching ratio to obtain consistent results. In the past few decades, the case-control study has been suggested to match with four or five times of controls. Previous studies had indicated a higher matching ratio may be desired [9][12][13]. Beyond the previous studies, we tested three distinct data sets and performed matching multiple times at a range of matching ratios. In our experiments, we found that the maximum matching ratio varies with the input data set and the least variation of RR values always happens when we set the matching ratio to be the maximum. This can be explained from the perspective of graph theory. If the matching ratio requested $h$ is no more than the maximum matching ratio $w$, then we have many possible different matchings. From the law of large number, the RR value calculated from many instances is stable and close to the real average case. If $h$ is more than $w$, then we do not have many choices in selecting the pairings. The deviation of RR computed tends to be higher than the formal case. Therefore, rather than using an empirical
fixed matching ratio, we suggest matching each study at its maximum matching ratio multiple times and taking an average for consistent results.

RandFlow being an exact matching has an inherent limitation. Of being unable to match some study cases with the required amount of controls while the distribution of the confounding variable is skewed. In the extreme case, even 1:1 match cannot be reached; thus, the RR values will be unstable at any matching ratios. In these circumstances, other matching methods should be considered in order to obtain reliable results.

In this study, we developed a highly efficient matching method and demonstrated its good quality of randomness. From our experiments, we further conclude that the matching ratio is data dependent and should be differentially set at the maximum matching ratio. For future study, we suggest that matching should be done in two phases. The first phase is to identify the maximum matching ratio. Then, the second phase is to carry out matching using the maximum matching ratio several times and take an average statistics. Using a two-phase matching, researchers can obtain stable results and draw unbiased study conclusions accordingly.
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Abstract—The manual creation of an ontology is a tedious task. In the field of ontology learning, Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques are used to automatically create ontologies. In this paper, we present a methodology using data-driven techniques to create ontologies from unstructured documents in the agriculture domain. We use state-of-the-art NLP techniques based on Stanford OpenIE, Hearst patterns and co-occurrences to create ontologies. We add an NLP-method that uses dependency parsing and transformation rules based on linguistic patterns. In addition, we use keyword-driven techniques from the query expansion field, based on Word2vec, WordNet and ConceptNet, to create ontologies. We add a method that takes the union of the ontologies produced by the keyword-based methods. The semantic quality of the different ontologies is calculated using automatically extracted keywords. We define recall, precision and F1-score based on the concepts and relations in which the keywords are present. The results show that 1) the method based on co-occurrences has the best F1-score with more than 100 keywords; 2) the keyword-based methods have a higher F1-score than the NLP-based methods with less than 100 keywords in the evaluation and; 3) the combined keyword-based method always has a higher F1-score compared to each single method. In our future work, we will focus on improving the dependency parsing algorithm, improving combining different ontologies, and improving our quality evaluation methodology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the previous decade, data scientists often used either a knowledge-driven or a data-driven approach to create their models / classifiers. In the knowledge-driven approach, the (expert) knowledge is structured in a model, such as an ontology. Some advantages of this type of approach is that it is insightful, validated by experts, and it gives a feeling of control. Some disadvantages of the knowledge-driven approach are that it takes a lot of dedicated effort to construct the model, it is hard to provide the full model (only possible in closed-world domains) and that there might not be one truth [1]. If two experts create a knowledge model, they probably will come up with different ones, because each expert has his own subjective view of important concepts and relations in the domain. On the other hand, data-driven approaches do not need the dedicated effort from people to construct the model, because an algorithm is used that extracts a model much faster. Disadvantages of data-driven approaches is that the models are often not insightful, they might contain too much noise and might be less ‘crisp’.

As knowledge-driven and data-driven approaches each have their advantages, a combination of both approaches is worthwhile to use. A field in which ontologies learn from available knowledge using data is named ontology learning. We present in this paper an ontology learning methodology that uses existing and new data-driven algorithms to create ontologies based on unstructured textual documents in the agriculture domain. This results in an initial ontology that serves as a good starting point for further improvement by experts in the domain. The goal of this methodology is to create an improved ontology that can be used for semantic interoperability between Internet Technology (IT) systems and human users. We use state-of-the-art techniques in ontology learning to create ontologies. Additionally, we use keyword-based techniques to create ontologies. These keywords are used to find relations in external knowledge bases and a word embedding model.

In order to evaluate the performance of our methodology, we measure the semantic quality of the resulting ontologies using a keyword-based method. We define recall, precision and F1-score based on automatically extracted keywords and their appearance in the ontologies. From a semantic point of view, the extracted ontology should therefore be evaluated on the number of important keywords it contains. From a usability point of view, it is important that the ontology is still comprehensible for the human user. We use a well-known keyword extraction algorithm to get the main keywords from the document set and limit the number of evaluation keywords in the ontology.

In the next section, we describe the related work on ontology learning and the evaluation of ontologies. In Section 3, we explain the methods used to create the different ontologies. Section 4 describes our evaluation methodology and presents our results and Section 5 contains a discussion and conclusion as well as a description of future work.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Ontology Learning

Ontology learning is focused on learning ontologies based on data [2] [3]. One of the most known concepts in ontology learning is the ontology learning layer cake. Starting from the bottom of the cake, the order is terms, synonyms, concept formation, concept hierarchy, relations, relation hierarchy, axiom schemata and finally general axioms. Similar to the layered cake, Gillani et al. [4] describe the process of ontology learning by input, term extraction, concept extraction, relation extraction, concept categorization, evaluation, ontology mapping. Ontologies can be learned in three kind of manners: structured, semi-structured and unstructured data [2]. Besides the manner of learning, there are three types of tools available: ontology editing tools, ontology merging tools and ontology extraction tools [5]. In this paper, we want to automatically create ontologies from text, so we focus on unstructured data and ontology extraction tools.

Several tools are already available. Some tools only focus on the information extraction, up to the relation extraction part. This subfield is also named Open Information Extraction...
(OpenIE). One of the first in this category is TextRunner [6]. TextRunner tags sentences with part-of-speech tags and noun phrase chunks, in a fast manner with one loop over all documents. The Resolver system does unsupervised clustering of the extractions to create sets of synonymous entities and relations. TextRunner was followed by WOE, ReVerb, KrakeN, EXEMPLAR, OLLIE, PredPatt, ClausIE, OpenIE4, CSD-IE, NESTIE, MinIE and Graphene [7]. Recently, deep learning methods, such as the encoder-decoder framework from Cui et al. [8] have been proposed.

Related to the OpenIE field, query expansion can also be used to find more concepts and relations [9]. This method is often used in the information retrieval field. The most common method is to use WordNet [10]. Boer et al. [1] [11] also use ConceptNet to find related concepts and their relations. Word2vec is also used in information retrieval [12], ontology enrichment [13] and ontology learning [14].

One of the oldest methods that use the full ontology learning layered cake seems to be Terminae [15]. Terminae is a method and platform for ontology engineering, and includes linguistic analysis with NLP tools to extract and select terms and relations, conceptual modeling / normalization (differentiation alignment and restructuring) and formalization / model checking, with the syntactic and semantic validation.

OntoLT [16] is available as a plugin in Protégé and enables mapping rules. Linguistic annotation of text documents is done using Shallow and CHunk-based Unication Grammar tools (SCHUG) [17], which provide annotation of part-of-speech, morphological inflection and decomposition, phrase and dependency structure. The mapping rules can then be used to map the ontologies or the document into one ontology.

Text2Onto [18] uses GATE to extract entities. GATE [19] has a submodule named ANNIE that contains a tokeniser, sentence splitter, Part-of-Speech (POS) tagger, gazetteer, nite state transducer, orthomatcher and coreference resolver. Several metrics, such as Relative Term Frequency (RTF), Term Frequency Inverted Document Frequency (TF-IDF), Entropy and the C-value/NC-value are used to assess the relevance of a concept. The relations between concepts are found with WordNet, hearst patterns, and created patterns in JAPE. With the Probabilistic Ontology Model, the learned knowledge is stored at a meta-level in the form of instantiated modelling primitives. The model is, therefore, robust to different languages and changing information. According to Zouaq et al. [20], Text2Onto generates very shallow and light weight ontologies.

Concept-Relation-Concept Tuple based Ontology Learning (CRCTOL) [21] uses the Stanford POS tagger and the Berkeley parser to assign syntactic tags to the words. They use a Domain Relevance Measure (DRM), a combination of TF-IDF and likelihood ratio, to determine the relevance of a word or multi-word expression. LESK and VLESK are used for word sense disambiguation. Hearst patterns, relations in WordNet and created patterns with regular expressions are used to find relations with the relevant terms. According to Gillani et al. [4], CRCTOL only creates general concepts and ignores whole-part relations, the ontology is not the comprehensive and accurate representation of a given domain and it is time-consuming to run the tool, because it does full-text parsing.

CFinder [22] is created to automatically find key concepts in text. They use the Stanford POS tagger, a dictionary lookup for synonym finding, stopword removal, and combination of words to also have dependent phrases as concepts. The key concepts are then extracted using a rank-based algorithm that uses the tf (term frequency) and a domain specific df (document frequency) as weight. The paper stops at the key concept extraction and does not go further with determining relations.

OntoUPS [23] uses the Stanford dependency parser, and learns an Is-A hierarchy over clusters of logical expressions, and populates it by translating sentences to logical form. It uses Markov Logical Networks (MLNs) for that.

OntoCMaps [20] uses the Stanford POS tagger and dependency parser to extract concepts. It uses several generic patterns to extract relations.

Promine [4] uses tokenization, stop word filtering, lemmatization, and term frequency to create a set of key words. Wordnet, Wiktionary and a domain glossary (AGROVOC) are used for concept enrichment. The relevance, or term goodness, is calculated with the information gain, which combines the entropy and conditional probability. The concepts are filtered using the information gain, path length and depth of concepts.

More recently, Mittal et al. [24] combined knowledge graphs and vector spaces into a VKG structure. In that way, both a smart inference from the knowledge graphs and a fast look-up from the vector spaces are combined. This method, however, does not automatically create a new ontology from text documents.

Also deep learning is used in knowledge graphs. Schlichtkrull et al. [25] propose a Graph Convolutional Network to predict missing facts and missing entity attributes. This method can, thus, also not create an ontology from a set of documents, but is able to enrich an existing ontology.

B. Evaluating ontologies

Brank et al. [26] state that most approaches to evaluate ontologies can be place in one of the following categories:

- Golden Standard: compare to "golden standard"
- Application-based: use in application and evaluate results
- Data-driven: involve comparisons with a data source
- Assessment by humans: human evaluation based on a set of predefined criteria, standards, and / or requirements

Hlomani et al. [27] also uses these approaches in their survey, and state the advantages and disadvantages of each approach. We focus on the disadvantages of the approaches first. In the golden standard, the main disadvantage is the evaluation of the golden standard and the performance is highly dependent on the quality of the golden standard. In the application-based approach, the disadvantage is generalizability: what might be good in one application does not have to be good in another. The application-based approach is also only applicable for a small set of ontologies. The main disadvantage of the data-driven approach is that the domain knowledge is assumed to be constant, is not the case. Finally, the disadvantage of the human assessment is subjectivity.

In this paper, we focus on the data-driven evaluation. We do not have a golden standard, or an application, which leaves us with a data-driven or human assessment approach. In the data-driven approach the ontology is often compared against existing data about the domain. Many papers on this topic
focus on some kind of coverage of the domain knowledge within the ontology [28]–[31]. For example, Brewster et al. [31] compare extracted terms and relations from text with the concepts and relations in the ontology. They use a probabilistic model to determine the best ontology for a certain domain.

Besides the categories, ontologies can be evaluated on different levels. These levels are defined differently in different papers. Brank et al. [26] divides the levels in lexical, hierarchical, other semantic relations, context, syntactic, structure. They link the categories and the levels in a matrix, in which the human assessment is the only category which evaluates on all levels. The data-driven approach can only evaluate on the first three levels. The distinction of Burton et al. [32] is syntactic, semantic, pragmatic and social. Gangemi et al. [33] use the distinction between structural, functional and usability-profiling. Burton et al. [32] use lawfulness, richness, interpretability, consistency, clarity, comprehensiveness, accuracy, relevance, authority, and history. Lozano et al. [34] even use a three-level framework of 117 criteria. Hlomani et al. [27] make the distinction between ontology quality and ontology correctness views on ontology evaluation. For ontology quality, they focus on computational efficiency, adaptability and clarity. Ontology correctness uses accuracy, completeness, consistence and consistency. Recently, McDaniel et al. [35] introduced the DOORS framework in which ontologies can be ranked by using syntactic, semantic, pragmatic and social quality metrics.

III. METHOD

In this paper, we create a taxonomy or concept hierarchy, and we do not include the top two layers of the layered cake (domain, range and axioms / generic rules). Figure 1 shows an overview of the methods used to create the ontologies. Our experts collected 135 articles on the Agriculture domain, including Agrifood, Agro-ecology, crop production and the food supply chain. From each article we first extracted the plain text from the PDF. On these plain texts we used sentence splitting, removing non-ascii and non-textual items as pre-processing. With these pre-processed texts we created the state-of-the-art ontologies Hearst, Co-oc and OpenIE (explained below). We also added a new method based on Dependencies and some rules.

To create the keyword-driven ontologies, we needed to extract keywords. We used the Term Frequency (TF) and the term extraction method from Verberne et al. [36]. The result of this term extraction method is shown in Figure 2. The standard Wikipedia corpus from the paper is used as background set. We combined the keywords of the two sets and manually deleted all non-relevant terms, resulting in the following set of keywords: Data, Food, Information, Drones, Agriculture, Crop, Technology, Agricultural, Production, Development, Farmers, Supply Chain. These keywords were used to create the Word2vec, WordNet and ConceptNet ontologies.

a) Hearst: Hearst patterns [37] can be used to extract hyponym relations, represented in an ontology as a ‘IsA’ relation. An example is ‘Vegetable’ is a hyponym of ‘Food’. In unstructured texts, hyponyms can be spotted using the lexical structures ‘NP, such as NP’, or ‘NP, or other NP’, where NP is a noun phrase. These patterns are used to create an ontology with ‘IsA’ relations.

b) Co-oc: Co-occurrences can extract all type of relations, because the number of times words co-occur with each other, for example in the same sentence, are counted [38]. We used a maximum distance of four words to calculate the co-occurrences. The ontology based on co-occurrences, thus, will have many classes and one vague relation, i.e. that the classes have co-occurred with each other in documents.

c) OpenIE: The Open Information Extraction tool (OpenIE) is created by the CoreNLP group of Stanford [39]. The tools from the Stanford CoreNLP group are one of the most used tools in the NLP field. The OpenIE tool provides the whole chain from plain text through syntactic analysis (sentence splitter, part-of-speech tagger, dependency parser) to triples (object - relation - subject). The extracted relations are often the verbs in the sentence, and this results in a lot of triples multiple word concepts and a lot of different relations.

d) Dep++: Similar to OntoCMaps [20], we use patterns to enhance the the Stanford Dependency Parser [40]. The algorithm consists of the following steps. Take each document in the corpus and generate sentences based on NLTK tokenization. Consider only sentences with more than 5 words which pass through the English check of the Python langdetect package. Parse each sentence through the Stanford DepParser annotator to generate Enhanced++Dependencies. Replace every word in the Enh++Dep by its lemma as produced by the Stanford POS tagger to consider only singular words. Then, generate a graph with a triple <governor,dependency,dependent> for each enhanced++dependency and apply the following transformation rules to it.

- 1: Transform compound dependencies into 2-word concepts using rule: if \( (X, \text{compound}, Y) \) then replace \( X \) with \( YX \) and remove \( Y \)
2: Enhance subject-object relations based on conjunction dependencies using rule: if \((X, nsubj, Y)\) and \((X, dobj, Z)\) and \((X, conj_and, X')\) then add \((X', nsubj, Y)\) and \((X', dobj, Z)\)

Finally, apply language patterns to derive triples from the dependency graph:

- pattern 1: if \((X, amod, Y)\) then add triple \((Y, X, subClassOf, X)\)  
- pattern 2: if \((X, compound, Y)\) and \((XisNNorNNS)\) then add triple \((Y, X, subClassOf, X)\)  
- pattern 3: if \((X, nsubj, Y)\) and \((X, dobj, Z)\) then add triple \((Y, X, Z)\)

This algorithm yields an ontology that is similar to the OpenIE ontology, but should have less noise in it in terms of NLP-based constructs.

e) Word2vec: Word2vec is a group of models, which produce semantic embeddings. These models create neural word embeddings using a shallow neural network that is trained on a huge dataset, such as Wikipedia, Google News or Twitter. Each word vector is trained to maximize the log probability of neighboring words, resulting in a good performance in associations, such as king - man + woman = queen. We use the skip-gram model with negative sampling (SGNS) [41] to create a semantic embedding of our agriculture documents. With the keywords, we search for the top ten most similar words and add a ‘RelatedTo’ relation between the keyword and this most similar word. This process is repeated for all most similar words.

f) WordNet: WordNet is a hierarchical dictionary containing lexical relations between words, such as synonyms, hyponyms, hypernyms and antonyms [42]. It also provides all possible meanings of the word, which are called synsets, together with a short definition and usage examples. WordNet contains over 155,000 words and over 206,900 word-sense pairs. We use the keywords to search in WordNet. We select the first synset (the most common) and extract the ‘Synonym’ and ‘Antonym’ relations and use these to create our ontology.

g) ConceptNet: ConceptNet [5] is a knowledge representation project in which a semantic graph with general human knowledge is build [43]. This general human knowledge is collected using other knowledge bases, such as Wikipedia and WordNet, and experts and volunteers. Some of the relations in ConceptNet are RelatedTo, IsA, partOf, HasA, UsedFor, CapableOf, AtLocation, Causes, HasSubEvent,CreatedBy, Synonym and DefinedAs. The strength of the relation is determined by the amount and reliability of the sources asserting the fact. Currently, ConceptNet contains concepts from 77 language and more than 28 million links between concepts. We use the keywords to search (through the API) in ConceptNet and extract all direct relations to create the ontology.

h) Word_Concept_W2v: This method takes the union (all relations) from the keyword-based methods WordNet, ConceptNet and Word2vec.

IV. RESULTS

To evaluate the created ontologies we use a simple but effective keyword-based evaluation method based on the framework of Brewster et al. [31]. Our evaluation algorithm first generates a set of keywords \(K\) from the document set using the KLDiv term extraction algorithm [36]. Then, the assumption is that the semantic quality of an ontology is better if a keyword is present as concept in a relation in the ontology. If we define an ontology as being a set of relations \(R\) between concepts, then we can defined keyword-based recall, precision and F1-score as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Prec} &= \frac{\#r \in R \text{ with } k \in K}{\#r \in R} \\
\text{Rec} &= \frac{\#k \in K \text{ found in } R}{\#k \in K} \\
F1 &= 2 \cdot \frac{\text{Rec} \times \text{Prec}}{\text{Rec} + \text{Prec}}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(k\) is keyword in set of Keywords \((K)\), \(r\) is relation in set of Relations \((R)\). The set of selected items is thus the set of relations \(R\) (precision), and the set of relevant items is thus the set of keywords \(K\) (recall).

Figure 3 shows for each ontology the overall quality based on the F1 score for 15, 30, 50, 100, 150 and 200 keywords. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the precision and recall. Table I shows the number of classes and some example of the relations with the word ‘Agriculture’.

**TABLE I. INSIGHTS IN THE DIFFERENT ONTOLOGIES.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OntologyName</th>
<th>#Classes</th>
<th>Relation(\text{AgriColture})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hearst</td>
<td>7523</td>
<td>sector, yield forecasting, irrigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-oc</td>
<td>1049</td>
<td>food, woman, adopt, production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenIE</td>
<td>280,063</td>
<td>sustainability, they, vision, water use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dep++</td>
<td>178,338</td>
<td>sustainable, industrial, we, climate-smart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word2vec</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>farming, biofuel, horticulture, innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WordNet</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>agriculture, factory farm, farming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConceptNet</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>farm, farmer, class, agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Word_Concept_W2v</strong></td>
<td><strong>491</strong></td>
<td>agriculture, farming, farm, horticulture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results show that the combined keyword-based methods (light-blue line) are always better than any of the three separate methods (WordNet, ConceptNet and Word2vec). The keyword-based methods have a higher F1 score with a lower number of keywords, whereas the NLP-based methods have a higher F1 score with a higher number of keywords. With 200 keywords, the best performing method is Co-oc, the method based on co-occurrences.

![Figure 3. F1 score for the different methods](image-url)
In this paper, we presented a methodology to use existing and new algorithms to create data-driven ontologies based on unstructured textual documents in the agriculture domain. In addition, we used a data-driven method based on keywords to evaluate the semantic quality of the ontologies. The goal of this methodology is to generate an initial ontology that serves as a good starting point for further improvement by experts in the domain. The resulting improved ontology can then be used for semantic interoperability between IT-systems and human users.

The results show that the keyword-based methods have the highest F1-score for less than 100 keywords. This can be validated by looking at the number of concepts. The keyword-based methods have less concepts than the NLP-based methods. If one keyword is found by the keyword-based methods, the precision will be already much higher than the precision of the NLP-based methods. When the number of evaluation-keywords increases the keyword-based methods perform less, because they contain less concepts. One critical note is that we based the keywords-based methods and the evaluation method on the same set of documents. Although we used a manual selection on the keywords and multiple keyword-based methods to find the set of keywords, we know that there might have been some overlap in the keywords used in creating the ontologies and the evaluation. This also clarifies why the performance on a few keywords is higher for the keyword-based methods. The NLP-based methods gain performance with more keywords in the evaluation. This is mainly due to the fact that the recall keeps about the same value, but the precision becomes higher, i.e. relatively more relevant relations are found and always divided by the same high number of relations.

The most outstanding method in that respect is the co-occurrences algorithm. Whereas the other NLP-methods have a precision of about 0.15, Co-occurrences can grow to 0.5. Although Hearst has a smaller number of concepts, the concepts and relations in Co-oc are better suited for the keyword-based evaluation method. When comparing the NLP-methods OpenIE and Dep++ alone, we can conclude that Dep++ performs slightly better than OpenIE. This is surprising as only a few NLP-patterns are used to generate the ontology based on the enhanced NLP-dependency relations.

Aside from the good gain in performance of Co-oc and the good performance of the keyword-based methods, we see that the combined keyword-based method is better than any of the single methods. This can mainly be explained by the higher recall: more related keywords are found when combining the methods, and therefore recall is higher. This is an indication that future work can be targeted to improvement of our ontology merging techniques on top of the union merge.

Based on these results, we consider the following possibilities for future work. First, a logical next step is improving the combination of multiple ontologies. Combining the keyword-based methods is logical as a union, but adding even more concepts and relations to the already big NLP-based ontologies might not be the best way forward. We could for example use some filtering, or seeding with keywords or an existig man-made ontology. Second, the Dep++ algorithm can be further improved by using other NLP-patterns known in the literature. This can improve the precision of this methodology, as the recall is already quite high. Third, another interesting next step is to improve on the quality evaluation method. We did some first experiments with the DOORS algorithm, but on some layers the results are not yet reliable. Using the keyword-based evaluation is objective and semantically sound, but because we use the same document set for creation and testing of the ontologies this might influence the performance.

Concluding, we made a first step towards automatically creating data-driven ontologies using a domain specific document set. We used and compared NLP-based and keyword-based techniques, and an exciting next step is to combine the best of both worlds to create even better ontologies.
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